
DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 
UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20223 

Freedom of Information Act Program 
Communications Center 
245 Murray Lane, S.W., Building T-5 
Washington, D.C. 20223 

Date: February 21, 2023 
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Nikhel Sus 
1101 K St., N.W. 
Suite 201 
Washington, DC 20005 
Email: nsus@citizensforethics.org 

File Number: 20210320/1:21-cv-00572 

Dear Requester: 

This is the sixteenth interim response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, 
originally received by the United States Secret Service (Secret Service) on January 21, 2021, for 
information pertaining to: 

1. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 reflecting any plans for demonstrations,
gatherings, disruptions, attacks, or riots in Washington, D.C. on January 6, 2021 that were identified
by any DHS component—including without limitation the Office of Intelligence & Analysis
(“I&A”) and the Federal Protective Service (“FPS”)—or other agencies through social media
monitoring, threat assessments, or other means.

2. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 reflecting any tips, complaints, referrals,
allegations, or reports submitted to any DHS component—including without limitation I&A and
FPS—regarding planned demonstrations, gatherings, disruptions, attacks, or riots in Washington,
D.C. on January 6, 2021.

3. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 reflecting DHS’s communication to other
agencies—including without limitation the U.S. Capitol Police, the D.C. Metropolitan Police
Department, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of Justice, or the Department of
Defense—of the risks or threats posed by planned demonstrations, gatherings, disruptions, attacks,
or riots in Washington, D.C. on January 6, 2021.

4. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 relating to any DHS component—
including without limitation I&A and FPS—providing assistance or support to the U.S. Capitol
Police, the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, or any other agency in connection with the
January 6, 2021 congressional session to count electoral votes.

mailto:nsus@citizensforethics.org


  

After a detailed review of all potentially responsive records, 100 page(s) were released in 
part.  Exemptions under the FOIA Statute, Title 5 U.S.C. § 552, and/or the PA Statute, Title 5 U.S.C. § 
552a, have been applied where deemed appropriate after considering the foreseeable harm standard 
outlined in the 2016 amendment to 5 U.S.C. § 552 (a)(8)(A)(i) and DOJ guidance. 

Enclosed are the documents responsive to your request, as well as a document that explains the 
exemptions in more detail. Withheld information is pursuant to the exemptions marked below. 
 

Section 552 (FOIA) 
 

(b) (1) (b) (2) (b) (3) (b) (4) (b) (5) X (b) (6) 
(b) (7) (A)         (b) (7) (B)       X(b) (7) (C)     (b) (7) (D)         (b) (7) (E) 

    (b) (7) (F)          (b) (8) 
 
 
If you need any further assistance or would like to discuss any aspect of your request, please contact 
the Trial Attorney, U.S Department of Justice, Lee Reeves at leereeves2@usdoj.gov. 
 
 

Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 

Enclosure: 
FOIA and Privacy Act Exemption List 

Kevin L. Tyrrell 
Freedom of Information Act Officer 
Office of Intergovernmental and Legislative Affairs



 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 

Provisions of the Freedom of Information Act do not apply to matters that are: 
 

(b) (1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive Order to be kept Secret in the interest of national defense or 
foreign policy; and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive Order; 

 
(b) (2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of any agency; 
 
(b) (3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), if that statute: (A)(i) requires that the 

matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or (ii) establishes particular criteria 
for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; and (B) is established after the date of enactment of the 
OPEN FOIA Act of 2009; 

 
(b) (4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and/or is privileged or confidential; 
 
(b) (5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in 

litigation with the agency; provided that the deliberative process privilege shall not apply to records created 25 years or more 
before the date on which the records were requested;  

 
(b) (6) personnel files, medical files and/or similar files with which their disclosure would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 

personal privacy; 
 
(b) (7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the information:  (A) could reasonably 

be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings; (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial 
adjudication; (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;  (D) could reasonably 
be expected to disclose the identity of a confidential source, including a State, local, foreign agency or authority, or any private 
institution that furnished information on a confidential basis, and/or when records/information compiled by a criminal law 
enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source; (E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure 
could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law; (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical 
safety of any individual; 

 
(b) (8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency 

responsible for regulation or supervision of financial institutions; and  
 
(b) (9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 
 

 
PRIVACY ACT 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 
 
The provisions of the Privacy Act do not apply to: 
 
(d) (5) material compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action or proceeding; 
 
(j) (2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce 

crime or apprehend criminals; 
 
(k)(1) material that is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive Order in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy; 
 
(k) (2) material compiled during investigations for law enforcement purposes; 
 
(k) (3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or other individuals 

pursuant to section 3056 of Title 18; 
 
(k) (5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment, military service, Federal contracts, or for access to classified information, but only to the extent that the disclosure 
of such material would reveal the identity of the person who furnished information to the Government under an express promise 
that the identity of the source would be held in confidence, or prior to the September 27, 1975, under an implied promise that the 
identity of the source would be held in confidence; and  

 
(k) (6) testing or examination material used solely to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in the Federal 

service-the disclosure of which would compromise the objectivity or fairness of the testing or examination process. 
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From: VINCENT TUTONI (CMR) 

Sent: Tue, 22 Dec 2020 13:54:14 -0500 

To: MATTHEW MILLER (WFO) 

Subject: RE: Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) 

- Upcoming Activations - December 31, 2020 and January 6, 2021 

Thanks Matt. 

From: MATTHEW MILLER (WFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 1:48 PM 

To: VINCENT TUTONI (CMR) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Subject: FW: Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) - Upcoming 

Activations - December 31, 2020 and January 6, 2021 

FYSA. 

Will make sure to include you on these in the future... 

Gadc 

Matt Miller 
Washington Field Office 
U.S. Secret Service 

office 
(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

ell 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action may be 

taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service's e-mail system. This e-mail may 

contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other disclosure 

limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated without the 

permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not keep, use, disclose, or 

copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it. 

From: MATTHEW MILLER (WFO) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 10:53 AM 

To (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

2.) 

@usss.dhsov> 
usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

r 

WFOI (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) :UDW) 
Fusss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 



(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 
HENDERSON NV) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WFO) 

u sss. d hs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs ov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(P ID) @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(7)(C) (WFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) u sss. d hs.gov> 

INV) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Cc: WFO.PRO-OPS-Squad <WFO.PRO-OPS-Squad@USSS.DHS.GOV>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( PPD) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

'@usss.dhs.eov>.  DOUGLAS 

Login 

0 27 1 2M e'.'I 

Q 3.2K U 9.5K c9 44K 

Donald J. Trump 0 @realD... • Dec 19 .00 

Peter Navarro releases 36-page report 

alleging election fraud 'more than sufficient' 

to swing victory to Trump 

washex.am/3nwaBCe. A great report by 

Peter. Statistically impossible to have lost 

the 2020 Election. Big protest in D.C. on 

January 6th. Be there, will be wild! 

0  This claim about election fraud is 

disputed 
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Subject: FW: Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) - Upcoming 
Activations - December 31, 2020 and January 6, 2021 

FYSA. 

We're looking at more demos on January 6th. 

Let's plan on staffing the MPDC JOC and having another augment for PPD/UDW. 

Thank you, and sorry... 

p. 



Duscp.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> 

state (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ov b 6 b 7 (C) state ov>; External-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

1  
Externa (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)((G)  fbi.gov>;  Externa 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) •  dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) OD) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

IVVF) (FBI (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

usss.d hs.gov> 

state. :ov> b 6 (b)(7)(C) I I IT) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) b 6 (b)(7)(C) U JU1J (b)(6), tss 

• wmata.com;  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
,

 up

s

w

. d r.gov>; 

/1,1/71/r1 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) iUDW)  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) t usss.dhs gov>; External- (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C)  pdc.gov (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) Z dc.gov>;  

rjIDamtrak.com (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pnps.gov>;  External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WFO) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uscp.gov>; WF-Special-Events@ic.fbi. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Pamtrak.com (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) nps.gov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6);  
usc ov; Externa (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • n.s.gov 

usco gov I (b)(61 (b)(71(C) busco eov> 

h q .d hs.gov; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

WF) (FBI) 

Susss.dhs.gov> 

mo); l@fbi.gov; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (RTC I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(WPM' (b)(61 (b)(7)(C) @usss.d hs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

ov; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @amtrak.com 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) UDW) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(bW61 (loW7Vc)  -IDDOT) LID)(6) (b)(7)(C) j@dc.gov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1@usss.dhs.gov) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) u sss. d hs.gov> 

7vr•N 
P 

(1-.117111-̀ 1 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) n s. ov• Externa (0)(6), arntrak.conr (b)(6), 

1 (b)(61 (b)(7)(C) Iwwmata.com>  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1(DPW) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pdc.gov> (b)(6), 
thlaltrl wmata.com (b)(6); 

Ih11711r1 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) h q .d h s.gov>; External 

state.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

.uscp.gov 



(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) CIV (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Df bi.gov>; (WF) (FBI) (b)(6), 
11-11(711r1 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @fbi.gov> 
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USARMY MDW (USA)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) civ mail.mil>. Chie  b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  wmata.com>; 
(b)(6), 

thv7vr\ 
(b)(6) tDi.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  WF) (FBI) 

(b)(6), 

fbi.gov>; b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 6 fbi.gov>; MATTHEW MILLER (WFO) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; 

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PUSCO.ROV>: 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(WFO) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @attgov; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  @fbi.gov;  
1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wdc.  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1WF) (FBI) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WF) (FBI) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dwmata .com>; External 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uscp.gov>  

Cc: External (b)(6)  (b)(7)(C) Odc.govi(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WF) (FBI) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

fbi.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(c) pfbi.gov 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
usdoi.gov>L (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(WF 
(b)(6); 
IMW7W1-,1 

pusss.dhs.gov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @fbi.gov> 

FBI 

(FEMS) 
(b)(6); 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pdc.gov>: Externall (b (6), (b)(7)(C) 

  

(MPD 

(M P Di (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
MPD 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b):6111aILZILQ0..CiC....gOV>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

b)(7)(C) dc. ov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

M  n1 (hV61 (h) 7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) adc.gov  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)1V1PD) 

(MPD) 

dc. ov 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

OV>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

dc. :ov>;  External-I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov 

dc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wdc.gov>; External-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) c.gov>, xternal (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Ddc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) rdc.gov>, External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Ddc.goNA (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kOdc.gov>; External-

 

@dc.gov 

dc.gov> 

 

H

 

MP
I
2i (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>; (b)(7)(C)  

MPD) 

ov>; Adminbox, JSTACC (MPD) <istacc.adminbox@dc.gov 

Ov b 6 b 7 C mPp_i  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Ov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) D) 4bg6) dc.gov> 

u ect: Metropolitan Police Pepar ment'sJoini. uper duorIS Command Center (JOCC)- Upcoming 

Activations - December 31, 2020 and January 6, 2021 

Good afternoon, 

The Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) will be 

operational for two (2) upcoming events: 

1. Thursday, December 31, 2020 at 1800 hours  for New Year's Eve activities throughout 

the District. It will remain activated until all events clear. 

2. Wednesday, January 6, 2021 at 0700 hours  for First Amendment demonstrations 

throughout the District. It will remain activated until all events clear. 

If you would like to have a representative for either (or both) of these JOCC activations, please 

reply directly to me providing the name and contact information for the representative, as well 

as the hours we should expect the representative to be in the JOCC. I will try my best to ensure 

that he or she has seating during the event. Please keep in mind that we are extremely limited 

in spacing due to the current health pandemic and the need to practice social distancing. 

Therefore, we are only allowing for one representative from an agency in the JOCC at a time. If 

you are no longer the point of contact for your agency, please reply and let me know who the 

point of contact should be. 
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(b)(7)(E) 

Health/temperature screenings will be required upon entry into the JOCC. Additionally, face 

masks are required while inside of MPD facilities. While MPD will have some spare personal 

protective equipment (PPE) and cleaning materials on site, it is highly recommended that 

representatives bring their own. 

There will not be meals provided during the activation, so please ensure you bring all the 

personal food and beverage you require for your tour of duty. There are some vending 

machines in the building as well. Unfortunately, there will be no available refrigerators, so if 

needed please bring a small cooler if needed. There are some local restaurants that deliver to 

headquarters as well. 

There is wireless connectivity in the JOCC and it is an UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO/LES operating 

environment, so laptops, cell phones, and agency radios are authorized. If you do not have a 

laptop with a wireless connection, there are a limited number of DC government computers at 

some of the work stations that we can facilitate access through. Please let us know if this is the 

case ahead of time. 

As always, thank you for your continued support. 

Respectfully, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Director 

Joint Strategic & Tactical Analysis Command Center 

Homeland Security Bureau 

Metropolitan Police Department 

Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

Sent: Tue, 22 Dec 2020 21:52:52 -0500 

To: OSU-ALL;PIOC;PIOCSUPS;EOBPDL;idsas;faball;PID.COSIPROTA 

Subject: OSB Shift Briefing Sheet 12/22/20 @ 2200 

Attachments: 12-22-20 @ 2200.docx 

OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region 

• POTUS - Washington, DC 

• FLOTUS  -Washington,  DC 

o (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) - Washington, DC 

o Ivanka Trump - Bal Harbour, FL 

o Donald Trump Jr. - Kill Devil Hills, NC 

o Eric Trump - Palm Beach, FL 

o Tiffany Trump - Washington, DC 

• VPOTUS - Washington, DC 

• SLOTUS - Washington, DC 

• A/DHS Secretary - Alexandria, VA 

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 4 

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 1 

SCHEDULED WHITE HOUSE AND EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS: 51 

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS - Temporary Protected Sites: 0 

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS - Permanent Protected Sites: 0 

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY: 

POTUS Trump 

News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly asked congress to amend the COVID-19 

relief bill. There was continued chatter regarding a Twitter post by President Trump stating there will be 

a "big protest in D.C. on January 6." 

VPOTUS Pence 

News and social media chatter focused on the VP's trip to West Palm Beach for a conference. Chatter 

also continued toward the VP receiving the COVID vaccine. 

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf 

News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal. Though, there was some 

activity regarding DHS warning U.S. businesses against using Chinese "hardware and services," which 

also mentioned A/Secretary Wolf. 

V/r, 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 
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Protective Intelligence Research Specialist 
U.S. Secret Service 
PID I Oven Source Branch 
Desk: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 



1 

(Twitter) (private) 

Twitter  

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) Twitter) (private) 

 Instagram) 

(Only Fans) (deactivated by platform) 

Only Fans) (deleted) 

(b)(6) (Twitch.tv) „  

(Instagram) (inactive) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive) 

(Instagram) (inactive) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive) 

Instagram) (inactive) 

(lnstagram) (inactive) 

(Facebook) (private) 

Facebook) (private) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6). 
/1,1/71ir'N 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 
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U.S. Secret Service 
Protective Intelligence & Assessment Division 

Open Source Intelligence Branch 

 

OSB SHIFT BRIEFING SHEET 

12/22/20 @ 2200 

OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region 

• POTUS — Washington, DC 

• FLOTUS —Washington,  DC 

o (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) — Washington, DC 

0 

0 

• VPOTUS — Washington, DC 

• SLOTUS — Washington, DC 

• A/DHS Secretary — Alexandria, VA 

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 4 

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 1. 

1. OSB was requested to conduct checks on (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) Jaily during the 
(b)(6). 

shift. Additional checks should be made during all shifts. Send results immediately if the post deserves 

attention (direct threats, mentions of travel, etc.), to PIOCSUPS, R1 and OSU-ALL. Make sure to include 

screen captures of any new posts of protective interest. Report any findings within the last 24 hours 

for the following accounts: 

Ivanka Trump — Bal Harbour, FL 

Donald Trump Jr. — Kill Devil Hills, NC 

Eric Trump — Palm Beach, FL 

Tiffany Trump — Washington, DC 

• 

• 
• 
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2. OSB was requested to conduct checks or (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) during each 

shift and any information of protective intelligence value should be sent to R1. 

SCHEDULED WHITE HOUSE AND EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS: 51 

1. From 11/19/20 to 01/31/21, daily Women for a Great America (NRID)  will host a demonstration at 

Lafayette Park. The purpose of the demonstration is to pray for a peaceful election. There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. The permit application indicates 50 expected participants. (BL) 

• https://www.facebook.com/womenforagreatamerica  

2. On 12/24/20, from 1:15 PM to 4:45 PM, Wright Family Foundation (NRID)  will host a motorcade in 

Washington DC called "Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade." The purpose of this 

demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger 

Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University 

McDonald's 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD 

Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers 

of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade 
will include 100 vehicles. (SRM) 

• https://www.instagram.com/p/CI310dmhrSq/ 

• FYSA: The news article published on 12/17/20 indicated a start time will be posted to the group's 

Instagram account next week. 

3. On 12/31/20, at an unknown time, Wright Family Foundation (NRID)  will host a motorcade in 

Washington, DC called "Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade." The purpose of this 

demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger 

Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University 

McDonald's 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD 

Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of 

planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade 

will include 100 vehicles. (SRM) 

• https://www.instagram.com/p/CI310dmhrSq/ 

• FYSA: The news article published on 12/17/20 indicated a start time will be posted to the group's 
Instagram account next week. 

4. From 01/03/21 to 01/05/21, at an unknown time, the group Action 4 Assange (NRID)  will host a 

demonstration called "Demand an End To The Rendition" at the British Embassy. The purpose of the 

event is to demand the political rendition of Julian Assange to end immediately. There is no mention 

of civil disobedience. Participant numbers are unavailable at this time. (RMD) 

• A GoFundMe page was created b\I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and has raised $3,179. 

• https://www.gofundme.com/f/demand-an-end-to-the-rendition  

• https://twittercom/action 4assange/status/1338519357832441856  

5. From 01/05/21 at 6:00 AM to 01/07/21, at 4:30 PM, the individual NRID will host a 

demonstration called "BTT heads to Washington DC for Trump Victory Ra at the White House. 

The purpose of this event is to "rally for a Trump Victory." There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 5  people are going, and  12 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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6. From 01/05/21 at 10:00 AM to 01/06/21 at 08:00 PM, the individua  (W(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)  will host a 

demonstration called "March on Congress Caravan" at 1 5t St SE, Washington, DC. The purpose of 

the event is to caravan to Washington, DC from Florida and support the United Stated and free and 

fair elections. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 person is going, 

and 0 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

7. On 01/06/21 at 1:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)  will host a demonstration called "We 
the people need transparency!" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to "show up outside 

the senate in support of demanding our election is proven to be fair." There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 1  person is going, and 5 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

8. On 01/06/21 at 7:00 AM, the group The Republican Mandate (NRID)  will host a demonstration 

called "Wild Protest for Donald Trump" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to demand 

the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 0 person is going, and 1 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events/797235694466463/  

9. On 01/06/21 from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, the group Trumpaign (NRID)  will host a demonstration 

called "March on Congress" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians 

to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to 

Facebook, 1 people are going, and 16 is interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events/389855825655250/  

10. On 01/06/21, at 8:00 AM, the individua (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID)  will host a demonstration called 

"Southern MD Stop the Steal MAGA March" at the National Mall. The purpose of this event is to 

support President Trump and not allow the liberals to steal the election. There is no indication of 

civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 10 people are going, and 24 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

11. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the group ACActual Reality Report (NRID)  will host a demonstration called 

"Fight for Trump Washington, D.C." The purpose of the demonstration is "President Trump invites 

you to Washington DC for a Wild Time (aka) Fight for your country". There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 0 going and 4 interested. (MJC) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events/222688239238339  

12. From 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM to 01/07/21 at 12:00 PM, the individual (1)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

 

NRID)  will host 

    

a demonstration called "Patriot Protest March" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to 

"protest the election fraud, tyranny and corrupt politicians." There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 1  person is going, and  3 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

13. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individua,  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)  will host a demonstration called 
"Fight for Freedom Rally/Protest" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to "protest against 

corruption, demanding transparent elections where our leaders are elected, not selected." There is 
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no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. 

(RMD) 
(b)(6), • https://www.facebook.conn/event. (b)(7)(C) 

14. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual (0)(4(0)(7)(C) NRID)  will host a demonstration called 

"Patriot Gathering" in Washington, DC. T e purpose o the event is to "join together on this day. In 

support of our election." There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 
person is going, and 1 is interested. (RMD)  

• https://www.facebook.com/events, (b)(6),(b)(7)(c) 

15. On 01/06/21 from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID)  will host a 

demonstration called "Trump Rally Jan 6" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to "come 

to DC Jan 6 when Congress counts electoral votes and objections are raised." There is no indication 

of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 4 person is going, and 11 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

16. On 01/06/21, from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, Stop the Steal (NRID)  will host a demonstration at the U.S. 

Capitol called "Stop the Steal." The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against the 2020 

Presidential Election results. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of 

planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM) 

• https://stopthesteal.us/  

• https://parler.com/profile/stopthestea I  

17. On 01/06/21. at 12:00 PM, the group MAGA Marches New Jersey Page (NRID)  and the individual 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)  will host a demonstration called "Million MAGA March, March for Trump, 

StopTheSteal". The purpose of the demonstration is "President Trump has called for all of his 

supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6t1) —This will be the biggest protest in American History. 

The time to take a stand is now!" There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently 

indicates 286 are going and 1.2K are interested. (MJC)  

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

18. On 01/06/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, the group I Approve This Message (NRID)  will host a 

demonstration at the US Capitol Building called "Donald, You're Fired! March on DC." The purpose 

of the demonstration is to "witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration the results of the 

2020 elections, held on November 3 rd, 2020, We the People will proceed, peacefully and safely, from 

the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. Trump, Donald Trump, You're 
Fired!" There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 3 people are planning 

to attend and 17 are interested. (JAP) 

• www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395  

19. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Million MAGA March (NRID)  will host a demonstration at the National 
Mall in Washington DC called "Million MAGA March." The purpose of this demonstration is to show 

support for President Trump and speak out against the election results. The group is utilizing hashtags 
#millionmagamarch, #mi11ionmagamarch2021, and #stopthesteal. There was no indication of civil 

disobedience. The website indicates 178 people are going. (SRM) 

• https://millionmagamarch.us  

• https://twittercom/Milion Maga Ma rch/status/1340205980827705344  

• https://twittercom/Milion Maga Ma rch/status/1340210561842356224  
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20. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Patriot Party (NRID)  and private citizen 4 bg6 )  (NRID)  will host a 

demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called "Patriots United March on Congress. I he purpose of this 

demonstration is to speak out for election integrity while Congress meets to confirm the Electoral 

College votes. The group indicated plans to meet at the Capitol, but has not indicated potential routes. 

There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 34 are going and 212 are 

interested. (SRM) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Event deleted) 

21. On 01/06/21, at 3:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID)  will host a demonstration called "Stop 
the Steal March" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to make politicians listen. There is 

no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 24 people are going, and 175 are 

interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

22. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, Women for America First (NRID)  and March for Trump (NRID)  will 

host a demonstration in Washington DC called "March for Trump." The purpose of this demonstration 

is to "demand transparency & protect election integrity." There was no indication of civil 

disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM) 

• https://trumpmarch.com/ 

• FYSA: The group indicated the location and time will be indicated soon. 

23. On 01/09/21, at an unknown time, an unknown group using email address 
SilentMajorityTakeBack@gmail.com (NRID)  will host a protest called "The Take Back of Washington, 
DC." The group claims "we are coming, this time we are not leaving!" There is no mention of civil 

disobedience. The current number of participants is unavailable at this time. (RMD) 

• https://parler.com/post/196e83543bbb4a96ae42f681ab381154  

24. On 01/16/21, the group The Patriot Action for America (NRID)  will host a demonstration for 
"American Patriots Nationwide". The group website states "This is not a government overthrow", but 

rather "about citizens taking action due to the lack of action by those who are supposed to be guarding 
America, and her existence, from 'All enemies, foreign and domestic". The group's website does not 
currently indicate a specific location or expected numbers for the event. (MJC) 

• https://www.pafa2021.com  

25. On 1/17/21, at 12:00 PM, Parler user @BansheeActual (NRID)  will host a demonstration called, 

"Refuse to be silenced." According to the post the demonstration will be an armed march from the 

Washington Memorial to the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to "demand freedom, 

end the corruption, and stand up for liberty." Participant numbers were not provided. (NFG) 

• The post included 23 hashtags, 2 of which were #boogaloobois and #thehibiscussociety 

• Preliminary OSINT research on The Hibiscus Society revealed they are a group that broke away 

from the Boogaloo Movement 

• @BansheeActual made two posts referencing the demonstration, of the two only one post had 

any reactions to it. The post had two "votes" which is believed to be the equivalent of two likes. 

• https://parler.com/post/8979c3f72b944a3cb4d1b88b2387b3b6  

• https://parler.com/post/62a0d6d71c7248deb52c8437396101ec  
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26. On 01/18/21 from 12:00 PM to 01/22/21 at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID)  will host 

a demonstration called "LATINOS FOR TRUMP EL PASO CARAVIN TO DC" in Washington, DC. The 

purpose of the event is to celebrate the "inauguration for President Trump." There is no indication 

of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is planning on attending, 10 are interested. 

(RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/event (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

i

 27. On 01/19/21, at 8:00 AM, Freedom March for Trump (NRID)  and private citize (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) N RI D) 

will host a demonstration at the Washington Monument called "Freedom arcn tor i rump." The 

purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group intends on burning 

Chinese flags. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 11 are going 

and 34 are interested. (SRM) 

• https://facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

28. On 01/20/21, at 5:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID) and  (0)(6),  (b)(7)(C) (NRID)  will 

host an event called "70MILLI0N MAN MARCH" in Washington, DC (specific location not provided). 

The purpose of the event is to "stop the inauguration if they plan on swearing in Joe Biden." There is 

no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 56 people are planning on attending and 

479 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

29. On 01/20/21, at 7:00 AM, the individua (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)  will host a demonstration 

called "The Shaming of The Donald" at The White House. The purpose of this event is to "point and 

laugh as Donald 'the douche' Trump leaves office." There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 5 people are going and 11 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

30. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1NRID)  will host a demonstration at the 
1 White House called "Not My President ally." The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out 

against Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. 

Facebook currently indicates 2 are going and 1 are interested. (SRM) 

• https://facebook.com/eventi (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

31. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID)  will host a demonstration called 

"March on Washington DC if Joe Biden us Inaugurated'!!!" in Washington, DC. The purpose of this 

event is to march on the streets and demand due process as "Donald J Trump won the re-election." 

There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 12 are 

interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events/ (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

32. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM, the individua (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID)  will host a 

demonstration called "LESBIAN U-HAUL TRUMP OUT PARADE" in Washington, DC. The purpose of 

this event is to parade to DC to help move President Trump out. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 1 is interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/event (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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33. On 01/20/21, at 2:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) INRID)  will host a demonstration 

called "MARCH AGAINST THE ATF AND BIDEN ADMINISTRATION FOR OUR 2A RIGHTS!" in 

Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to protest against being disarmed. There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going and 2 are interested. 

(RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

34. On 01/20/21, at 3:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)  will host a demonstration 

called "Trump supporter inauguration (peaceful protest)" at the US Capitol. The purpose of this 

event is to protest the inauguration of Joe Biden. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 5 people are going and 40 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

35. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM, private citizer (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) INRID)  will host a demonstration 

at 1st St SE called "Trump supporters rally at the presidential inauguration." The purpose of this 

demonstration is show their support for President Trump to Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. 

There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1 are going and 3 are 

interested. (SRM) 

• https://www.facebook.comievents (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

I 36. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called 

"Peaceful Inauguration Protest" at McPherson Sq NW. The purpose of this event is to protest the 

two party paradigm of the current political system. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 9 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

37. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the group No Justice No Pride (RID)  will host a demonstration called 

"14Disrupt.120." The details of the event are TBD. There is no mention of civil disobedience. According 

to Facebook 28 people are planning on attending, and 158 are interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/ 

• No Justice No Pride is RID for one demonstration at the Naval Observatory on 6/26/20 (673-

0091724). No arrests or incidents were reported. 

38. On 01/20/21, at 11:59 AM, the group MAGAday (NRID 1 will host a demonstration called 

"MAGAday" at the US Capitol Building. The purpose of this event is to display support for President 

Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 people are going and 1 

is interested. (RMD) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/ 

39. On 1/20/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration at Freedom 

Plaza called, "Yugest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!" The purpose of the 

demonstration is to celebrate President Trump. There was no mention of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook 42 are going and  301 are interested. (NFG) 

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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40. On 01/20/21 from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, Minnesota Youth For Justice (NRID), US Green Party Black 
Caucus (NRID), Saint Paul For Justice (NRID), Revolutionary Sound (NRID), Communities United  
Against Police Brutality (NRID), IndianablackCaucus 0, Justice For Calvin Horton (NRID), Racial  
Justice Network (NRID), Black Business Matters (NRID), Black Saint Paul (NRID), Darnella Go Green  
(NRID), Justice For Hardel (NRID), Justice4MarcusGolden (NRID), Black Lives Matter Minnesota  
(NRID)  will host a rally titled, "Inauguration Day Reparations & Police Accountability Rally". The 

event will be held at Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, DC. The page advised, the group will 

"demand reparations and police accountability on day one of the next presidential administration of 
the United States." The page does not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers per 

Facebook; 17 going and 86 interested. (KNS) 

• https://www.facebook.comievents/672791106766870  

41. On 01/20/21, at 4:00 PM  M(6), (b)(7)(C)  (NRID)  will host an event at the White House called "Trump's 
Eviction from the White House." The event is not in favor of President Trump, the page asked 

participants to celebrate POTUS leaving the White House as it marked the end of four torturous years 

where racism, discrimination, and hatred took center stage in society and politics. The page claimed 

"Secret Service would be dragging President Donald Trump from the White House, an event nobody 

wants to miss!" There is no chatter on the page indicating civil disobedience. Current numbers per 

Facebook; 30 going with 38 interested.  (KNS)  

• https://www.facebook.com/event_ (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

42. On 01/20/21, at an unknown time, the group 1st Regiment of the Restored American Republic (NRID)  
and American Patriots USA (NRID)  led Izq (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a 

demonstration in Washington DC called "Million Militia March." The purpose of this demonstration 

is unknown. There was no indication of civil disobedience, however, the event contains images of 

weapons and the group claims they will not attack, but will defend. Current numbers of planned 

participants was unavailable at this time, though the group is made up of approximately 317 
members. (RRP) 

• https://wimkin.com/mmm  

• https://twittercom, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) status (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 'photo/1  

• (b)(6),  is RID after his ex-spouse reported "HE ALLEGEDLY ATTENDED A CLINTON RALLY IN 

SEATTLE, WA DURING 10-92 & WORE A DISGUISE TO GET CLOSE TO CLINTON. ADVISED SUBJ 

THREATENED TO KILL HER IN PAST & ONCE PUNCHED HER IN THE HEAD & TRIED TO CHOKE HER. 

FURTHER ADVISED SHE HAD A RESTRAINING ORDER ON SUBJ. 05-10-93 SUBJ INTVD; DENIED HE 

MADE THREATENING STMTS. ADMITTED HE ATTENDED SEATTLE, WA CLINTON RALLY IN 10-92 

ONLY TO "GET A LOOK" AT CLINTON & DENIED HE WORE A DISGUISE." 

43. On 01/21/21, at 9:00 AM, (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) NRID)  will host an event at the White House called, 

"trump's eviction watch party (invite as many friends you can)." The purpose appears to be to watch 

President Trump's removal from the White House and laugh together". Chatter concerning the event 

was minimal with a few individuals expressing excitement. The page did not mention any civil 

disobedience. Participant numbers according to Facebook, 176  going and 370 interested. (KNS) 

• https://www.facebook.com/eventsj (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

44. On 1/21/21, at 9:00 AM, American Gay Adventures (NRID)  will be hosting an event called, "Eviction 
Watch Party" at the White House. The page does not provide details on the event. The comments on 

the page appear to approve of President Trump leaving the White House, after a "divisive and 
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torturous 4 years" and welcoming President elect Biden. The page does not suggest there will be any 

civil disobedience. Per Facebook, 70 going with 109 interested. (KNS) 

• www.facebook.com/events/356804855596451 

45. On 01/23/21, from 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)  will host a 

demonstration in Washington DC called "The March Against the Party of Coastal Elites." The purpose 

of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the "party of 

coastal elites." There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going 
and 60 are interested. (SRM) 

• https://facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

46. On 01/23/21, from 12:00 PM to 3 00 PM, People Demand Action (NRID)  will host a demonstration at 

the Lincoln Memorial called "Nat'onal March for Black Lives." The purpose of this demonstration is 

to speak out against racism and in support of black lives matter. There was no indication of civil 

disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 20 are going and 141 are interested. (SRM) 

• https://facebook.com/events/836926233723471  

47. On 01/25/21, from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM, Code Pink (RID)  will host a demonstration at the Embassy of 

Saudi Arabia in DC called "DC says no to war on Yemen!" The purpose of this demonstration is to 

"protest the war on January 25, 2021, just days after Biden's inauguration." There was no indication 

of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM) 

• https://www.codepink.org/1252021  

• Code Pink  is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House, Embassies, and 
temporarily protected sites. A month-long demonstration hosted by Code Pink between 

04/25/19 to 05/16/19 at the Embassy of Venezuela in DC resulted in multiple arrests for 

trespassing, simple assault, throwing of objects, assault on a police, and resisting arrest (673-

91133). 

48. On 01/28/21, at 4:00 PM, STL Pro-Life Future (NRID)  will host a demonstration in Washington DC 

called "March for Life 2021." The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as a 

contingency from Saint Louis. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently 

indicates 13 are going and 46 are interested. (SRM) 

• https://facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/ 

• FYSA: While the event page indicates an event time from 01/28/21 until 01/31/21, the group 

indicated their intentions to travel from Saint Louis on 01/28/21 to attend the March for Life on 
01/29/21. 

49. On 01/29/21, from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM, Orthodox March for Life (NRID)  and  Orthodox Christian 

Network (NRID)  will host a demonstration in Washington DC called "Orthodox Christians Walking 

Together at March for Life 2021." The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as 
an Orthodox Christian contingency. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently 
indicates 65 are going and 374 are interested. (SRM) 

• https://facebook.com/events/517683142192909/ 

50. On 01/29/21, from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM, March for Life (RID)  will host a demonstration at the 
National Mall called "2021 March for Life." The purpose of this demonstration is to support the pro-
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life cause. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 547 are going 

and 1.3K are interested. (SRM) 

• https://facebook.com/events/1002688566830861/ 

• March for Life  is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House. The group has 

previously used sound equipment and their demonstrations have concluded without arrests. 

51. On 01/29/21, at 12:00 PM, National Sursum Corda — ICKSP (NRID), Institute of Christ the King 
Sovereign Priest (NRID), St. Mary Oratory (NRID), St. Francis de Sales Oratory (NRID), and Shrine of 
Christ the King (NRID)  will host a demonstration in Washington DC called "March for Life 2021." The 

purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life. There was no indication of civil 

disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 76 are interested. (SRM) 

• https://facebook.com/events/331945984900952/ 

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Temporary Protected Sites: 0 

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Permanent Protected Sites: 0 

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY: 

POTUS Trump 
News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly asked congress to amend the COVID-19 

relief bill. There was continued chatter regarding a Twitter post by President Trump stating there will be 

a "big protest in D.C. on January 6." 

VPOTUS Pence 
News and social media chatter focused on the VP's trip to West Palm Beach for a conference. Chatter 

also continued toward the VP receiving the COVID vaccine. 

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf 
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal. Though, there was some 

activity regarding DHS warning U.S. businesses against using Chinese "hardware and services," which also 

mentioned A/Secretary Wolf. 
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(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (JAX) 
Wed, 23 Dec 2020 15:58:36 -0500 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 1JAX) 

Re: Protective Intelligence update Tuesday, December 22, 2020 
smime.p7s 

usss.dhs.eov>i (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(hm-  (h)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) [BOW 

1 (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

I write one of these every day for the Jacksonville district. I just never forward it to you in the 
past because you're busy with low value crimes. I will CC you in the future. 

Sent from my iPhone 

    

On Dec 23, 2020, at 3:42 PM. (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (JAX) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> wrote: 

A good go by for old timers 

    

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From 
Dat • 
To: 
(JAX)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, 
 (JAX)" 

(TAL)" 

at 1:16.  5 PM EST 

(MIA)" 
usss.dhs.gov>1  
usss.dhs.gov>,I  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 
ov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs. ov>, 
(J 

JAX1" I (b)(6);  (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (TAL)" 

(b)(6)• (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) ORL 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6): (b)(7)(C)  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

b 6 b C 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(TPA)" 
@usss. 

usss dhs 
s.gov>, 

kusss.dhs.gov>, 

s.gov>, 

usss.dhs.gov>, 

BOS 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, 
j usss.dhs.gov>, 

usss cihs.2ov 

usss.dhs.gov>, 

s.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss dhs gov> 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) ISAL)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs. ov> 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

b 6 b C 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) ORL)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (ORL)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) l(TPA)" 
(TPA)" (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  _jusss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) [TPA)" 

usss.dhs. ov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

'6); (b)(7)(C) 

Ausss.dhs.gov>, 

usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); 
(b)(6); 

(b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

BOS)" 
CH)" 

Al)"  
'SYR)" 

rET)" 
(DET)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, 

BOS)" 
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(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> DET)" 
SAG)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I(LIT)" 
usss  dhs gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, [ 
i 

 L. 
usss.dhs.  o6 (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (C 1\11"  
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6): (b)(7)(C) 

Nusss.dhs.20v> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 
(CLB)" (b)(6)• (b)(7)(C) l(CT )11 (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C  usss.dhs. 
,usss.dhs.gov>  

-LE)" ov> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) TOL)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) "IND)" 

IJAX)" usss.dhs.gov>. (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6): (b)(7)(C) 

iicis.dhs.rov> 
[PIT)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) JAX)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

rihq anv>- 1 

D,usss.dhs.gov>, (hlffil• th1(71(C.1 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(prT)" I (b)(6): (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C ;RIC) 
(RIC)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> - 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) fa),usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

WOX 
/1-,Nr7N/r% Nus ss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

'STL)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); 
ti-orntrl 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (BHM)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) ZUSSS. ,BHM)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) Klusss.dhs.gov> 

pusss.dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> , 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) MON)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) hIOS)"  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs. ov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) kusss.dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

 SSS. S gov> 
CHI)" < (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) kUSSS.dhS.ROV>,  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) PRV)" 
(CHI)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

'CHI)"  
(CHI)" 

usss.dhs.gov>. 

,usss.dhs.govt-,1 
usss.dhs.gov>,  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

CHI thliAl• thIC71/C.1 (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

b .1-5 
.@usss. 

kusss.dhs.gov 

(b)(6): (b)(7)(C) V 3iThs  dhs.gov>  
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) [CHI)"  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs. ov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

HI)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) USSs.dhs.gov> MIL)" 
SPR)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>,I  
c4usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

@usss.dhs. ov> 
.,usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (CIN)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) :CLT)" 

CLT)" 
CLT)" 
(CLT)" 
'GRN)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6).(b)(7)(c) musss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>,_ 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 1@usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) RAL)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 41SSS.dhS.ROV>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (CSC)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) l(GSC)"  
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  ta.)usss dhs.gov>  I (1-11/R1 (111/71(r1 I (GC)11 (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) tDAL)" (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) fgusss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(CSC)" < 
ousss.dhs.. ov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(DAL)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 0._,USSS.Urls.gov.>, DAL)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) kjusss.ans.gov> DAL)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 



gusss.dhs. goy>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) DAL)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  3RL)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) KNX)" 
usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) [NWK)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NWK)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, [NWK)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss. s.gov>, (HAR)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 'RIC)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(RIC)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA)" 
MIA)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) IDUSss  .dhs .gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) jusss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) ROA)" usss.dhs.eov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.eov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (MIA)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA)" (b) 6); (b)(7)(C) 

NIA)" 
(MIA)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
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(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 
kNSH)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C., (NSH)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I Mss dhs goT./5-1 (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

kusss.dhs.eov 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

'CHM' (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) kusss.dhs.gov>, 

ri) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) USSS. • 

• 
• ir 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) • 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) • 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 
s.gov>, 

usss.dhs.gov>, 
usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NYC)" 
YC)" 

NYC)" 
(NYC)" 
C)" 

(NYC)"  
(b)(6); (b)MP pusss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  usss.dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6), (b)(7  (C) a ilsss dhs crov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) :IRE)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 'NYC)"  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NYC)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  

usss.dhs.gov>, 
usss.dhs 
s.gov>, 

usss.dhs.gov 
usss.dhs.gov>, 
usss.dhs.gov> 

Vusss.dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I(LNG)" 

I (NHV)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

MIA)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) PUSSS.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) a)usss.dhs.gov 

dhs.gov>, 
MIA)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, 
IA)" 

usss.dhs.20V>i, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) tMIA)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (MEM)" 
usss.dhs.gov>,  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) kusss.dhs.gov 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(GRR) 
usss.dhs.gov>,  

usss.dhs.gov>, 
(b) 6); (b)(7)(C) )11SRS 00V>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) L I J1" -I (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, ? 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) \TEO)" 
(NE01" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(LIT)" 

MEM)" 

(AUS)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, 
uss  .dhs.gov>, 

usss.dhs. gov> 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 1 (BRL)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I(1'JSH)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) WUSSS.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)  

(h)(61*(h)(71(C) ICAAT A lie 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) iisss.dhs.gov , 
usss.dhs.gov>, I  

usss.dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs. eov 'LUB)" 

ess.dhs.gov>, 
usss.dhs.gov>, 

usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) Iusss dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

4usss.dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6); 

%lawn 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6): (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) INWK)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NWK)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I(NWK)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 



(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (SJU)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (SJU)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 1.1313p1" 
'PPD)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

,usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) SOD)" 
(UDS)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
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(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) .Russs.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (MIA)" 
@usss d is CrOV> (b)(6); (b)7)(C) I( miAr  

pusss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) N IA)" < (b)(6);  (b)(7)(c) 6u1ss.dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) USSS.dhS.20V>. I f22 ),!,. I NIA)" I 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 15),USSs.dhS. 20V> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6)-  (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (MIA)" 
b 6 b C usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  usss.dhs.gov>, 
@usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (MIA)"  
usss.dhs.gov>. (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) MIA)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) Vb US SS . dh S .Erov>. 

(wig' 
urs.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (PIT)" (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA)" 1(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, 
usss.dhs.gov>  

Cc: I 
(MIA)" •  

@usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, I (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, (PPD)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) USSS S. 20V>. i (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) —1  (MIA)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, (WPB)" 
(MIA)" usss.dhs.go (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs. ov>, 
,usss.dhs.gov>, 

usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) PPD)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) MIA)" 

'MIA)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

thlffil• (h1(71(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) tiVrpgri (b)(6); 
1M17%11-.% 

(b)(6); 
(b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I (MIA)"  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>, 
b)(6); (hIaltr'',, ,  ,,,,, I(PPD)" .4 thlffil• (h)(71(C,1  L(

i;

  

(b)(6); b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, 
SSS rihq any> (1\41A)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  (TSD)" 
rISD)" 

i (TSD)" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (TSD " 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 1--

 

(UDS)"

 

a)usss.dhs.gov>, 
usss.dhs.gov>, 

usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (PPD)" 
usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

rSOD)" 
(UDS)" 

"WPM" (b)(6): (b)(7)(C)  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>, 
usss.dhs g v>I thlffil• (M(7)  C)  

  usss.dhs.gov>, 
(UDF)" (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USSS.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) MIA (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USSs.dhs.gov>, 

iDus  s.dhs.gov , (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(61-  (b)(7)(C;) 

(SOD)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) USSS.dhS.FOV 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) gUSSS.dhS.g0V>, I (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  Igusss.dhs.gov>,1  

J (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) IF.114SSS.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6)-  (b)(7)(C) [WPM"  I (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(PPD)" (b)(6)-  (b)(7)(C) 

l(M IA )" 
_MIA)" 

(b)(6)  (b)(7)(C) I@,USSS.dhs.gov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (MIA)" 
usss.dhs.gov , (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

,usss.dhs.gov>,  
@usss.dhs.gov>.  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 

(MIA)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 6)IissR.dhs  gov , (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

p(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) gusss.dhs gov>, 
@usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (MIA)" 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 



(b)(61 b)(7)(C) 'MI A 1' 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD)" < 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>, 

(a)iisss dhs gov>,  "BRIAN S 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss. dhs. ov>,I (MIA)" ( vg,),,, kusss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

ceusss.dhs.gov>,  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(61 (b)(7)(C)   usss.dhs.gov>, 
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Current Intelligence Situation Report 

West Palm Beach, FL 

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID Advance: SA (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (cell: 

   

Incidents: None 

Lookouts: None 

Special Interest Subjects: There are currently 83 nationwide and/or local special interest subjects for this 
district. To date, none of these subjects have displayed any interest in this visit. 

Managed Risk Subjects: None 

Demonstration Policy: Demonstration permits are required in West Palm Beach, FL. Demonstrations 
cannot impede sidewalks, ingress or egress routes; however, if a non-permitted demonstration occurs 
and participants comply with local and state laws, the police will monitor it and allow the demonstration 
to continue. 

To date, there are no demonstrations scheduled to occur. 

Heckler Policy: Staff and local law enforcement have been briefed and have a management plan for 
hecklers which is consistent with USSS policy. 

Name/ARP check exclusions: None 

Telephone Traps: Telephone traps are completed for all sites. 

PI Teams (b)(7 PID has a presence at each site and in all motorcade movements. )(E) 



Other Protectees in District: FLOTUS (b)(7)(E) 

beginning Dec. 28.) (b)(7)(E) 

(BOS) (BOS) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 

,@usss.dhs.gov>; usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (BOS) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MCH) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

To (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( M IA) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1@usss.dhs.gov> 
(b)(6); @usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (JAX) 

usss.dhs.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

@usss.dhs.gov>1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), I(ORL) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(ORL) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ORL) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (TPA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>; 

 usss.dhs.gov> 

Sent. Tuesday. December  22, 2020 7:39 PM 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ usss.d hs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (JAX) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 
(b)(6), 

11-111711(1' 

(TAL) 1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (JAX) 

.Dusss.dhs.gov>i (b)(6) (b)(7)(c) I(JAX) 
@usss.dhs.gov>; 

ORL) 
usss.dhs.gov>; 

ORL) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(TAL) j (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [ usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

,
(b)6); 

(JAX) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(TV (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>; 

usss.dhs.gov>; 

usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6); 
IM\17%/1-,1 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1(BAL) I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (TPA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(TPA)  @usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( BOS) 1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>  

(ALB) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 
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Peace Officer Status: In the State of Florida, federal law enforcement officers have limited peace officer 

status and can make arrests for felonies committed in their presence. 

Gun Laws: In the State of Florida, open carry is not legal, except for a few limited exceptions such as 

when engaged in fishing, camping, lawful hunting or target practice at an indoor range. Concealed carry 

is legal with a Florida Concealed Weapons License (CWL) or a CCW permit from a state that Florida 

honors. 

Social Media Monitoring: PID/OSB actively monitors social media networks and will advise of any 

adverse information regarding the visit. 

Other Information of Interest: None 

If you have any questions or concerns, please call or email. 

Very Respectfully, 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Special Agent 

Protective Intelligence Division 

United States Secret Service 
(c) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

<image003.jpg> 

From: (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) (PID) 
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(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (SYR) 

inv7vr  

(DET) 

(b)(6),  
(b)r

DET

). (b)(7)(C) Dusss.dhs.gov>i  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

> (b)(6) , (b)(7)(C) 
SA G)  (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(nFT) 

a .= 

(b)(6) busss.dhs.gov>;  (t- 11:24T('-,1  
(b)(6), usss.dhs.gov (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) L 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) ticcc rIFIc  gov 

(LIT) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kousss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (LIT)  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>;	 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (CIN) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), 

(m(7w-)  -IN) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(-C71(CLB) (b)(6) 

usss.dhlov> 

usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) I (CLE) 

pusss.dhs.gov> 

„ 

(CLB) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.ans.g

i

ov> 
(b)(7)(C) TOL) (b)(6), 

(hv7vc) 
(b)(6) b 6 b 7)(C) usss.dhs. 

,
(b)

4
6), 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) OV 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) TAX) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> 

JAX) 1(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(IND) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(PIT) @USSirlh ar"' thVf

0

(C) PIT) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) )usss.dhs.gov>; IhVA1 (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) IR IC) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) RIC usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), 

(hV7VC:1 

usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NOR) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) BHM) 

Wusss.dhs.gov>; (STL) 

ticr.d  hs.gov  (b)P)  @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (BHM) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; Wusss.dhs.gov) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (BHM) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 6 USSS.DHS.GOV> 

BOS) 

MOB) < (MON) (h)(6) (h)(7)(C) (b)(6)• (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), 

(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

IPRV) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dusss.dhs.gov>; usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (171(C) busss.dhs v> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (CHI) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

(CHI) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @USSS.DHS.GOV> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1CHI) 

Dusss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (CHI)  I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov> (CHI) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), 

(hV7VC.1 (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(6), 

immtr\ 
usss.dhs.gov>: I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I (CH I) 

(b)(6); 
/6%17%11"% 

CHI) < IIIV711r1 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) CHIT (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) CHI) Wusss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6); 

/1,1/7 \ tr'N MIL) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIL) 
(b)(6), 

(b)(7)(C) 
Wusss.dhs.gov> SPR) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss dhs.gov> CLT) 

@usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) l@usss.dhs.gov>; 

RAL) 

@usss.dhs.gov>; 

Wusss.dhs.gov>; 

1 (b)(6), (b)(7‘(C) pusss.dhs.gov> 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) CLT) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); 
/1-W71/r 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

@usss.dhs.gov> 

(CLT) <(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (CLT) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (GRN) L  (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) I@U,SSS.dhS. 

l(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6); (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1(CSC)  

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) OV>; 
(b)(6); (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (CSC) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 160usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (GSC) (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) tDusss.dhs.gov>; 

SC (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(DAL) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), 

(b)(7)(C b (6) (b)(7)(C) 15)usss.dhs.gov>; (DAL) (b)(6)• (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), 
b)(7)(C) DAL) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 'DAL (b)(6), (b)(7)( usss.dhs gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

IrryA-n  b 6 b 7 C (DAL) I  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) LUB Dusss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) GRR) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) AUS) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6)  (b)(7)(C) )usss.dhs.gov> 

(LOU)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(MEM) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(LIT) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PTisss.dhs.gov>; 

MEM) .4  (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  usss.dhs.gov>, 

Dusss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), 
(hV7VC.1 (NEO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) EO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) )usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) BR L) 

usss.dhs.gov>. (BRIJ (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NSH) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ..usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 'NSH 

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)(C) (b)(6). (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (CHA) < 
11,117111"1  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.d hs.gov) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NWK' 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NWK) I  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (KNX)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  -ilusss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) :NWK) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.d hs.gov>; 
(b)(6), 

(b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NWK) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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(b)(6); 
ft-01711r\ (b)(6), (b)(7)(C

I

) I NWK) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  usss.dhs.gov>; (NWK) 

ITRE) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 1@usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

i@usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NYC) (NYC) 
<  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.d hs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NYC 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); 
Ih1171fr1 

@usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(cR(NYC) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(NYC) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I@ USSS.DHS.GOV> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), 

(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NYC) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6); (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NYC) Zusss.dhs.gov>:. (NYC) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NYC) < (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); 
Ipusss.dhs.gov>;  

(b)(6) (JFK) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (LNG) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)   USSS. D HS.G OV>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NHV)  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Susss.dhs.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Ousss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), 

L
I
 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) RIC) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  (ROA) I  
(b)(6). (b)(7)(C) MIA) <  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ usss.dhs.gov> 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USSS. d hS. 

(RIC) r(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  ] @usss.dhs.gov>; @usss.dhs.gov>; 

@usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C)  @ usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), lb)(7)(C) M IA)  

(MIA)  (b)(6) 

@usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6); usss.dhs.gov>; (b)  6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 

usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(7)(C) MIA) 

usss.dhs.gov> 

OV> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

l@usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (MIA) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov>; (MIA) 

(MIA) < 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

(MIA) (b)(6): (b)(7)(C)  (MIA)  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>; 

(,"")2:,, l(MIA) r (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

I

I_ 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) • usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA b 6 b 7 C . s.dhs.gov>I  (" 4 (b)(7)(C) ,  (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> (MIA) 

(MIA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>1 (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) F - 1_(S.1U ) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>]  

DUSSS.dhS.ROV> (SJU) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), 

(b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( M IA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  pusss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PIT) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) }usss.dhs.gov>; KM (b)(6) IA) 
(b)(6); 

fk.\I7\ /fl \ (b)(6), Ipusss.dhs.gov>; 
Ih1171(r1  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 

 (NWK) Zusss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

dCC (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; (MIA) 

usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; ( P P D) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) k PP D) < @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6); 

/1,-.N/7N/C•N 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov) WPM < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); 
its \ (71/rsi 

MIA) @usss.dhs.gov>; (PPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; (MIA) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dusss.dhs.gov>  

pusss.dhs.gov>  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

,,(,1,),)4T,,,, (MIA) 
'(PPD)< (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  I@ usss.d hs.gov>I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) l(M IA)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) < 

busss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIA) I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  (TSD) (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) usss.d hs.gov>1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (TSD) 
F (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (TSD) < 

ti 1,71,,N1 E -ITSD (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 1@usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(6) 

„M,N, 

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(c) I(UDS) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  pusss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WPB )usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Dusss.dhs.gov>i (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (SOD) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

eusss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) v1 IA)  

usss.dhs.gov>1  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (UDF) I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (UDS) 
(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( U DS) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>; 

SOD) FTm6); (b)(7)(C) ,usss.dhs.gov (PPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 



(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 

,MIA) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; (WPB) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 
@usss.dhs.gov>;  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) P IA) 

@usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kusss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(PPD) 

(MIA) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

@usss.dhs.gov>; 

usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), 
(1-11(71(1:1 

@usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6); 
/1,1/71/r1 

(MIA) < (b)(6); /1-11/71/('1 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

@usss.dhs.gov> 

usss.dhs.gov>I 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; 
usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) IA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIA) (b)(6), • usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) IWPB) 

(MIA) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA) 

@usss.dhs.gov>, 

PPD) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

@usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), 
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(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> 

Subject: Protective Intelligence update Tuesday, December 22, 2020 

Good evening, 

No new open source information has been discovered related to POTUS' visit to Mar-a-Lago on 

December 23, 2020 to January 1, 2021. 

• The visit was mentioned briefly on local news again this evening however motorcade routes 

were not mentioned. The local newspaper has reported that President Trump will arrive 

tomorrow evening "sometime after 6:30pm on Wednesday and will stay through Jan. 1." 

Additionally it has been reported that POTUS will stay at Mar-a-Lago but "it's unclear who will 

be staying with him during his 10 day stay or what his plans are." WPBF, the local news station 

confirmed that invitations for the NYE party have been sent out. They advise of road closures on 

South Ocean Blvd and also reported that the church "Bethesda By the Sea" where the Trumps 

were married and have attended services in the past would only be holding virtual services this 

year. 

• According to PBSO, we can expect mostly pro-Trump demonstrators to line the street from the 

airport to the bridge leading into MAL. The other area historically known as a gathering point for 

demonstrators is St. Catherine's Greek Orthodox Church which is located just before the bridge 

leading to MAL. To date, PBSO states they have never had anyone attempt to disrupt the M/C 

movements. 

• An update to our "sonic attack" tip. According to Region 3, "this case was discussed during the 

R3 morning meeting the file was updated. No further investigation or documents are requested 

at this time." 

• News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly signing an executive order to 

standardize new federal buildings to a classical look. There was also chatter requesting 
President Trump to veto the latest COVID relief bill. A Twitter post by President Trump stated 

there will be a "big protest in D.C. on January 6," which continues to gain significant social media 

attention. 
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• In case you didn't read through the 60+ slides sent out the other night, be advised that open 

carry in FL is illegal except in some instances such as actively hunting, at the gun range, or while 

fishing. PBSO advised that it is not unusual for some demonstrators to have a fishing pole and 

line in the water near the bridge leading to MAL open carrying assault style rifles. In the past, 

they were demonstrating for 2A rights. No incidents have arised from those demonstrations. 

• If you're new to Florida, be advised that guns will be found at the main checkpoint in vehicles. 

Usually, they are legal. Please keep this in mind if you hear that a weapon was found during 

vehicle screening. Additionally, you can expect people to attempt to drop off Christmas cards, 

COVID vaccines, etc. to the main vehicle check point. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please call or email. 

Ver Res ectfully, 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

pecia Agent 

Protective Intelligence Division 

United States Secret Service 

(c, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

<image003.jpg> 

From (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

Sent: Monday, December 21, 2020 9:43 PM 

To (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( P P D) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) iM IA) 

usss.dhs ov> 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C7k0 lisss.cl,hs goy> 
(ASS. hs gay> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) l(PPD)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) EPPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WPB) 1)usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ..@ usss.d hs.gov> (1)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) @usss.d hs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kusss.dhs.,ov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kT9 IA) 

usss.dhs.  ov; (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) (MIA (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs  gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.d 

il (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) risss.dhs.gov> b)(6), (b)(7)(C) TSD)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss. d hs.gov>; 

( U DS 0:0(6) (b)(7)(c) @ usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(61 (b)(7)(C) iWPB) (b)()  (b)(7)(C) I.@ usss. s. ov>•  

- (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ID usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

D usss.dhs.gov> 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) SODT 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; 

      

      

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  

(MIMI (b)(6); 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 1M IA) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

• usss.dhs.gov> 

(TSD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (TS D) 

hs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 117 FT,i) (b)(6)  (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs. ov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) K MIA) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) T D (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov> 

usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(PPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>(b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.d hs.gov> 

(U DS) (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) I@ usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) SOD)  
(UDS) (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) u sss.d hs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I UDF) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(9 bp ) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)(C) 



(MIA) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

MITA) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WPB (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> 

Subject: RE: Protective Intelligence update 

b  (b)(6) USSS. dhS.g0V>:  , (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6)  (bW7WC I IMIA1 J(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kusss.dhs. ov> 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

MIA) 
usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7,(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

usss. 
(MIA) 

TAM (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) USd'h S. OV>; 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

@usss.dhs.gov>  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIA)  

@usss.dhs.gov>;I •(b)(6),  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (PP 111;1)4T,i,, usss.dhs.gov>; 

ov> 

usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (PPD) 

USSS. S.R0v 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kusss.dhs. ov> 

(MIA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1@ usss dhs. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIA) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

Sent: Sunday, December 20, 2020 8:28 PM 

To (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD)  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 'Wusss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
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Good evening, 

No new information has been discovered related to POTUS' visit to Mar-a-Lago on December 23, 2020 

to January 1, 2021. 

The visit was mentioned briefly on local news however motorcade routes and sensitive information 

were not mentioned. 

The "sonic attack" tipster was interviewed by USSS/MIA/JTTF today and the information was passed to 
PID. Again, this tip was not specific to our visit. Additionally, at this time, this tip has not been deemed 
credible. 

Again, if you read the slides provided to the post standers you will see mention of a rally supporting 
POTUS. That was an error on my part, as that rally occurred during the October visit to Mar-a-Lago. 

If you hear from your local law enforcement contacts anything of protective intelligence importance, 

please do not hesitate to pass that information along. 

At this time there have been no exclusions from any of the planned sites. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please call or email. 

ully, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

Special Agent 

Protective Intelligence Division 

United States Secret Service 

(c (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

<image003 jpg> 

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIA) usss.dhs.gov>t  

PPD) < (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov>;  KEVIN LAM 



(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ usss .d h s .go v>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), @usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(7)(c) 
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MIA) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 'PPD) usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PPD) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6)  (b)(7)(C)( WPB1  

usss.dhs ov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) • u SSS. d hS OV> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • u sss.dhs. ov> 

@usss.dhs.gov>I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

( M IA) usss.dhs.gov>  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD) 
(b)(6), 1M IA th1/7Vr1  

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) ( M IA) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dusss.dhs.gov>;  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIA 

@usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

6 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 

usss.dhs.gov>; 

usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

TSD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

 

usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (TSD)  

5 )(6); (b)(7)(C) • usss.dhs.gov>  b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6(  (b)(7)(C) IP usss.dhs.gov>;  (b)(6  ; (b)(7)(C)  

PD) (b  

(b)(6 b 7 C L

i 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (TSD) 

(b)(6)  (b)(7)(C) hT.ISSS.d (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (TSD) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs. :oV>; UDS (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

WPB) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) U SSS.d hs.g0V>;1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) SOD) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) LISSS dhs goy> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) UDS) @usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) I (13)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (UDF) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) busss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) SOD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(7)(C)  OD 
(b)(6); (U DS) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>I (PPD' (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Ouss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) IMIA1  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 5 M IA) 

(b)(6) (b)  7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIA) <(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(WPB) 

eusss.ans.gov> 

kusss.d  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) 

• usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) hs.gov>; 

MIA) I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MIA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6); 
11-,v7vr•N 

A) pusss.dhs.gov>;  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(MIA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uSSS. d ns.gov> 

WPB) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USSS. d hs.gov>; 

s.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Subject: Protective Intelligence update 

Good evening, 

In preparation for the President of the United States' visit to Palm Beach, Florida on December 23, 2020, 

Open Source Unit (OSU) conducted open source research for protective intelligence information related 

to the visit. Social media and general internet searches did not reveal any awareness or attention for the 

visit, nor was any information of protective intelligence value discovered. 

At this time, the open source unit has not identified any planned demonstrations for the upcoming visit. 

The visit has received little to no local media coverage. Details regarding the method of travel and 

motorcade route have not been revealed. 

As mentioned at the countdown meeting, USSS/MIA forwarded information to the PIOC regarding a 

sonic attack on POTUS on January 6, 2021. That information was received, evaluated, and researched. It 

was determined that there would be no PIOC alert and the report would be forwarded to Region 3 for a 

decision on how to proceed with this information in the near future. 

There was no mention of Mar-a-Lago but because of the geographical proximity of the subject (about 45 

minutes to an hour south of Palm Beach), USSS/MIA forwarded the information to me for situational 
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awareness. FYI, the subject specifically said the "sound weapon" could be smuggled into electronic 

devices, specifically a camera. 

If you hear from your local law enforcement contacts anything of protective intelligence importance, 

please do not hesitate to pass that information along. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please call or email. 

Ver Res ectfully, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Protective Intelligence Division 

United States Secret Service 

(c: 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

<image003.jpg> 



'Dusss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I  (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C)  @usss.d hs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dusss.dhs.gov>; 

(PID) I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (UDO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

(PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 0usss.dhs.gov>r  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6); PID)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov> 

@usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 
Wusss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

11,1171/r•N 
(b)(6); 

(PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 

PID) L (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ausss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>j (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

mgmt@usss.dhs.gov>; <a • 

(PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov> 

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) < 

Sent: Sunday, December 27, 2020 7:03 PM 

To (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ,PID)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6),  usss.dhs.gov>;  (W(6),  (b)(7)(C) fllD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) IP 1 D) 

usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6) kusss.dhs.gov>; ,   

PID) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6); 

Ikv7v1-\ 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

(b)(6)  (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6).,_ (P1 D) I (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

(b)(6); 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> (WO), (b)(7Xc) 

(CM R)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  @usss.d hs.gov> 

Cc: PIDSpecialProjects <PIDSpecialProjects@usss.dhs.gov>; EOBPDL <E0BPDL@usss.dhs.gov> 

Subject: Draft Briefing Notes for 12.28.20 

a • mgm (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 1 (P1D)  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (p1D) usss.dhs.gov>:,  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov>. (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Ik\17\11-`\ 
(b)(6), 

(PI D) <I(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  @usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (P1D) 

(PID) <(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) Igusss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Ousss.dhs.gov>; 

(PID) 
(b)(6); 

Ikv7v1-\ 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

Sent: Mon. 28 Dec 2020  10:26:35 -0500 

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  (PID) 

Subject: FW: Draft Briefing Notes for 12.28.20 

Attachments: December 28th Briefing Draft.docx 

ATSAIC 

United States Secret Service 

Protective Intelligence & Assessment Division 

RMB / JTTF  

r
 i Office: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Cell:  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Good evening, 

Please see the attached draft briefing notes for tomorrow. 

I hope everyone had a pleasant holiday break and please reach out with any questions or concerns. 

V/R 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I Special Agent 

protective Intelligence and Assessment Division  I Special Projects I U.S. Secret Service 

Dusss.dhs.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Cell) II (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  I Desk) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
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December 28th Briefing (Draft) 

Statistics:  

Previous Incidents/Demos: 

Upcoming Demos:  

• Tracking one scheduled reoccurring demo (NRID) today in the NCR and three (3) between now 
and Thursday: 

• Tuesday 12/29, 

o From 2:00 PM to 4:00 PM, BNM / Baloch National Movement (NRID)  will host an 

unnamed demonstration at the Canadian Embassy in DC. 

o The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out amidst the death of a Pakistani 
human rights activist, Karima Baloch, who was living in asylum in Canada. 

o There was no indication of civil disobedience. 
o Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. 

o https://twittercom/BNMovement jstatus/1342542348002226177  

• Wednesday 12/30, 

o From 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM, an unknown group (NRID)  will host an unnamed 

demonstration at the Pakistani Embassy in DC. 

o The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out amidst the death of Pakistani human 

rights activist, Karima Baloch, and protest human rights violations by the Pakistani 
government. 

o There was no indication of civil disobedience. 
o Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. 
o https://twittercom/LaghariSufi/status/1342475844833464322  

• Thursday 12/31, 

o At an unknown time, Wright Family Foundation (NRID)  will host a motorcade in 

Washington, DC called "Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade." 

o The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. 

o The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill 

MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald's 2328 

Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD 

Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. 

o There was no indication of civil disobedience. 

o Current numbers of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news 

article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. 

o https://www.instagram.com/p/CI310dmhrSq/ 

1 
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• 11/19 — 1/31/21 (Recurring) 

c Women for a Great America (NRID1 
c Lafayette Park 
c Pray for a peaceful election 
c No CD 
c Permit indicates 50 participants 

Upcoming Demonstrations of Note 

• Wednesday, 1/6/21 — Million MAGA March, March for Trump, StopTheSteal 
o Same group as November/December demos 

o Congress will vote to certify electoral college results  

o National Mall 

o The purpose of the demonstration is "President Trump has called for all of his  

supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6th — This will be the biggest protest in  

American History. The time to take a stand is now!"  

o No CD 

o Facebook indicates 121 going and 681 are interested/Website (millionmagamarch.us) 

has 115 people registered 

o MAGA March New Jersey Page (NRID), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) 

o POTUS has been tweeting about this demo as a "big protest" 
o TRACKING 21 ADDITIONAL DEMOS 

• 1/9/21 — "Take Back of Washington, DC" 

o Discovered on Parler 

o SilentMajorityTakeBack@gmail.com (NRID) 

o Flyer calls for, "Veterans, Proud Boys, Militia, Truckers, Bikers, Tea Party" 

o Group claims "we are coming, this time we are not leaving!" There is no mention of civil 

disobedience. The current number of participants is unavailable at this time. 

• 1/16/21 — "Patriot Action for America" 

o "1/16/21 we being the process of exterminating the democrat ideology from America. 

There will be a broad reaching action, carried out in stages, across every state in the 

nation, targeting all Democrat politicians as well as the media sources, and, technology 

companies that are paid to support and protect the Democrat agenda" 

Inauguration Update 

• AS PREVIOUSLY BRIEFED — 1/20/21 — Million Militia March 

o (W(6); (b)(7)(C) (NI37 -ZAr77 -IMI  a tn7c7 — e/l (NRI 

o ocia ITIVia for event contains images of firearms 

• Clip art of AR style rifles 

• "TO ALL DEMOCRATS: ENJOY HELL." 

• 00)(6) 10 )17)1i) 

2 No current #s (over 300 have joined group on the page) 

2 
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• TRACKING 19 Additional DEMOS 

PIOC Alert: 

• RV Explosion in Nashville, TN 

o On Friday a parked RV exploded in Downtown Nashville, TN causing damage to several 

buildings near the intersection of 2nd  Avenue North and Commerce Street. 

o Nashville Police Special Operations Division confirmed they have received information 

there could be additional devices in vehicles. 

o Metro Nashville Police (MNPD) and Nashville Fire Department (NFD) reported they 

believe the incident was an intentional act. 

o Three (3) persons were transported to local area hospitals with non-life threatening 

injuries 

o MNPD reports an officer was dispatched to investigate a suspicious recreational vehicle 

(RV) this morning. The officer called for assistance and while assistance was in route the 

vehicle exploded 

o The Estes Kefauver Federal Building in downtown is approximately five blocks from the 

scene. 

o All USSS personnel in the Nashville, TN area are accounted for and there is no reported 

damage to USSS property. 

o The FBI and ATF investigation remains ongoing. 

o Per USSS/PID/OSB, CBS News is reporting that law enforcement sources have reported 
finding what appear to be human remains near the site of the explosion. They have not 

indicated whether the remains are from someone connected to the explosion or from 
an innocent victim. 

o On Saturday, Per USSS/PID/OSB, news and social media are reporting that law 

enforcement have identified a POI with an RV of the same make and model as 

suspected to have been used in yesterday's bombing in Nashville. 

o News outlets are reporting the POI is (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) of Nashville, TN 

with a DOB 

o On Sunday D]during a 1700 EST press conference, the FBI reported the DNA test 

conducted on human remains found at the site confirm the identity of the suspect as 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID), affkear old male from Nashville, TN. 

o The FBI also stated there is no reason to believe there are additional suspects. 

MULTIPLE TFR VIOLATIONS OCCURRED FROM 12/24 TO PRESENT DAY WHILE POTUS IS IN WPB 
DISTRICT. 5 TFR'S RESULTED IN PIOC ALERTS (3 Aircraft; 2 UAS). 

• TFR Aircraft Violation at Mar-A-Lago 

o On Friday (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) was piloting his RV-10 when he violated the 

restricted zone in West Palm Beach, FL. 

o Closest point to center was 27 miles. 

o DOD assets intercepted the aircraft. 

o The plane exited the TFR and is returned to the Treasure Coast Airpark Airport 

o Interviews occur?? 

3 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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• TFR Aircraft Violation at Mar-A-Lago 

o On Saturday (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) (NRID) was piloting a PA-22-160 aircraft when he 

violated the restricted zone in West Palm Beach, FL. 

o Closest point to center was 26 miles. 

o DOD assets intercepted the aircraft. 

o The plane was issued a Brasher warning after exiting the TFR and returned to 

Okeechobee Airport (OBE) 

o USSS/MIA will interview; updates? 

• TFR Aircraft Violation at Mar-A-Lago 

o On Saturdw  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  (NRID) was piloting a Dassault Falcon 2000 aircraft when he 

violated the restricted zone in West Palm Beach, FL. 

o The aircraft lost radio comms on its approach into Boca Raton. 

o Closest point to center was 5 miles. 

o DOD assets intercepted the aircraft, reestablished comms, and redirected the aircraft 

o The plane exited the TFR and landed at Boca Raton. 

o A Brasher warning was issued and interview results are pending. 

o USSS/MIA will interview; updates? 

• TFR UAS Violation at Mar-A-Lago 
o On Sunday (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) was operating a UAS that violated the restricted 

airspace in West Palm Beach, FL. 
o USSS/ASB reported an electronic detection of a UAS three (3) miles west of the RON. 

o The Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office (PBSO) and USSS responded to the area where 

the UAS was detected and located the operator, 

o The UAS was not operational at that time.  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) stated he operated the UAS 

outside his residence and was unaware of the TFR. 
o (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  was advised to not conduct any additional flights of the UAS. 

o No UAS countermeasures were deployed. 

o USSS/MIA corrobs? 

• TFR UAS Violation at Mar-A-Lago  

o On Sunday (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID) was operating a UAS that violated the restricted 

o 

airspace in West Palm Beach, FL. 

The Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office (PBSO) and USSS responded to the area where 

 

the UAS was detected and located the operator 

  

o The UAS was not operational at that time. (b)(6), 
(h)(71(C) stated he operated the UAS while 

 

at a Sunday backyard brunch with his fami y and was unaware of the TFR 

o 

o 

o 

The drone and its latest flight information was reviewed with negative results. 

No UAS countermeasures were deployed. 

USSS/MIA corrobs? 

Incidents:  

• (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) — NCR LOOKOUT 
o On Monday, we were notified he became a NCR lookout. 

4 



• Wednesday, 12/23 — Incident involving 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) NRID) attempted to enter the (b)(7)(E) motorcade multiple times as 

(b)(7)(E) motorcade 
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• USSS/BAL is attempting to get a search & arrest warrant for 871 after they are 

able to obtain his physical address 

• Subject is in PIF 

• No active MWI 

• Plate not in LPR 

• No contact has been made with the parents 

• OSB is actively researching 

o In PTMS for: 
• 12/6/20 — A concerned citizen reported an individual later identified as 

created a GoFundMe fundraiser titled "Let's Kill Trump." 

• Additional threatening social media were discovered from December 2020 and 

November 2020 in which  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  threatened President Trump and geo-

tagged his location at the White House. 

• In October 2020,  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  posted a photograph of two assault rifles with a 

photograph of First Lady Trump and the caption, "I make grave for husband." 

• Local police  reported  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  claimed to have mental illness. 
• (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) was interviewed by the FBI in 2016 due to "erratic, eccentric 

behavior." 

o Criminal History since 2006 to include arrests for battery on person, trespassing, and 

open container. 

o NICS — NOT entered 

o USSS/PID/OSB discovered the subject reported to being at (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pn 

12/25/20 which is located at 

notified and acknowledged 

• Multiple suspicious packages were mailed to POTUS, USSS Protectees, and other 

political figures. 

o On Tuesday (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) tweeted (Twitter user  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  she had 

mailed packages to numerous USSS Protectees 

o Packages contained a bunch of writings concerning sovereign citizens, no threatening 

material. Packages were mailed to POTUS, VPOTUS, PE Biden, VPE Harris, and A/DHS Sec 

USSS/PID/JTTF, provided the following update from 

nd SA (b)(6), they confirmed that the subject only sent -----

 

letters, no hazmat material or explosives. She lives out of car and does not have the means 

to obtain weapons. She holds the government responsible for an accident involving her son. 

A more detailed write up will be provided after the holiday. 

o FBI is working the case as well and is currently examining packages as of Wednesday 

(b)(6); 
11,1171Ir 

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USSS/BAL was 

Wolf among others. 

o On Wednesday, ATSAIC  

USSS/SFO - I spoke to AT 

 

(b)(6); 
Ih11711r1 

(b)(6); 

it traveled to the RON 

o Both the limo and the follow-up activated their emergency lights and siren multiple 

times to maintain the integrity, security and safety of the motorcade and the PPD ADL 

5 
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verbally identified the motorcade as law enforcement during a verbal exchange at a red 

light 
(b)(6), 

Upon the arrival of the motorcade at the RON (b)(7)(c remained in his vehicle in the 

vicinity of the RON for approximately 10 minutes 

was not aware of this incident or any related follow-up 

(b)(6) who stated that he was not happy that the 

USSS/MIA reports tha 

activity from the incident. 

USSS/MIA telephonically interviewec 

(b)(7)(E) 

follow-up prevented him from merging into the right lane behind the limo. 

(b)(7)(C  admitted to seeing the motorcade's emergency lights and being verbally informed 

that the motorcade was law enforcement related, but stated that he did not believe the 

motorcade to be law enforcement. 
(b)(6), 

(blawc  did not make any threat towards any USSS protectees and was not aware the 

motorcade contained a USSS protectee. 

o Corrobs?? 

Situational Awareness: 

• Monday, 12/21 — Two unknown individuals attacked Israeli National Police at Western 

Wall 

o According to PPD, two unknown gunmen opened fire on INP at the WW 

o One gunman was killed the other taken into custody 

o One officer was injured 

o No casualties 

o (b)(7)(E) was in country at the time of the incident approx. an hour away 

o (b)(7)(E) had planned an OTR there but it was cancelled 

o No USSS personnel was involved in the incident 

• Monday, 12/21-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (N RID) issued a barring notice 

o Jumped the fence at the Swiss Embassy 

o Ambassador declined to press charges 

o Requested shelter assistance 

o Was transported by hypothermia bus 

o Pending Interview updates from Regions 

• Friday 12/25-

 

(b)(6); 
(h)(7(c) tray 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) Tr'nailed 

Baltimore/WDC area on  

USSS/DEN to inform of his plans to travel to the 

an return to Denver on 01/04/21 

o He plans to travel with his weapon 

id not provide his plans as to what he will be doing while he is in the NCR 

o as a current hotel reservation at the Extended Stay America, located at 200 

Bluestone Rd, Alexandria, VA along with a rental car reservation with AVIS. 

• USSS/DEN will confirm via the Denver PD and TSA if (b)(6), 
th1/71/r1 

Is on board and if he 

checked a weapon. 

6 
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o Any updates? 

Protectee Travel 

POTUS: 

• Wednesday, 12/23-1/3 — West Palm Beach, FL (Mar a Lago) 

VPOTUS:  

• 12/23-1/2 — Vail, CO 

• 1/8 — 1/10 - Manama, Bahrain 

• 1/10 — 1/12 —Jerusalem, Israel 

• 1/12 — Brussels, Belgium 

President-Elect Biden: 

• None 

Dr. Biden  

• None 

Vice President Elect Harris & Spouse  

• Monday, 12/21 — Columbus, GA 

• 12/22-23 — Wilmington, DE 

• 12/23-27 — Washington, DC 

Treasury Secretary Mnuchin  

• 12/26 — 1/2 — Cabo San Lucas Mexico 

• 1/4 — Shannon, Ireland (refuel) 

• 1/5 — 1/6 — Cairo, Egypt 

• 1/6 — Khartoum, Sudan 

• 1/6 — Amman, Jordan (Technical Stop) 

• 1/6 — 1/7 —Tel Aviv, Israel/Jerusalem, Israel 

• 1/7 — Amman, Jordan (Technical Stop) 

• 1/7 — 1/9 Doha, Qatar 

• 1/9 — 1/10 — Abu Dhabi, UAE 

• 1/10 — 1/11 — Al-Ula/Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 

• 1/11 — 1/12 — Kuwait City, Kuwait 

• 1/12 — Shannon, Ireland (refuel) 

Acting DHS Secretary Wolf 

• 1/3 — Shannon, Ireland (refuel) 

• 1/4 - 1/5 — Nicosia, Cyprus 

• 1/5 — 1/6 — Manama, Bahrain 

• 1/6 — 1/7 — Doha, Qatar 

• 1/8 — Shannon, Ireland (refuel) 
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High Side  

Sir, a high side book has been provided to the front office. 

At this time, there are no items that would affect our mission space. 

Pending any questions from you, this is all I have at this time. 

STOP TALKING 

*************** * * * ** ** ** * ** ** ** ** ** * * * ** ** ** * ** ** * * * * * * * ** ** ** ** ** ** * * * * * ** ** * 

* * * * * ** 

Possible Briefs (5 Topics) 

• (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (RID) was arrested by USSS/UDW at (b)(7)(  for an outstanding bench warrant for E) 
Failure to Appear. 

• Multiple TFR violations in Mar-A-Lago that did not warrant a PIOC alert 

• USSS/UDW cruiser involved in traffic accident at the intersection of 20th and E Streets 

• Police say at least three killed and three injured, one person of interest in custody amid active 

shooter situation at Don Carter Lanes in Rockford, IL 

• (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) l(NRID) was pulled over by local police as the driver of a box truck in a rural 

area of TN approximately 30 miles east of Nashville, after it was reported that the truck was 

transmitting "countdown" messages outside a local market over a loudspeaker similar to the 

Nashville bombing,(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) claims that there are no explosives in the vehicle. The area has 

been cordoned off and multiple bomb squads are investigating the truck with a robot. 

(Further updates forthcoming and may results in moving this into the brief) 
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From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID)" 
Date: December 28, 2020 at 18:39: E T 

(b)(6); 
(b)(71(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(PPD)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 
To: "ROBERT  ENGEL (PPD 

„NS, kusss.dhs.gov>, 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (PPM" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (UDW)" (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>, 
usss.dhs.

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

,lov>, 
(UDF)" 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) KUDS)" 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) OUSSS.dhS.gov>, 
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From: Ornato, Tony M. EOP/WHO 

Sent: Mon, 28 Dec 2020  23:51:17 +0000 

To: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) kppD) 

Cc: ROBERT ENGEL (PPD1(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  PP D);RO BERT SCIARRONE (PPD) 

Subject: Re: Demonstrations in Washington, DC 1-06-21 

Thank you! 

On Dec 28, 2020, at 6:50 PM, 

FYSA 

    

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (PPD) „VM, 1@usss.dhs.gov> wrote: 

    

(b)(6); 
(b)(7)(C 

     

Begin forwarded message: 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (SOD)" < (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov>, ' 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

Cc: EOBPDL <E0BPDL@usss.dhs.gov> 
Subject: Demonstrations in Washington, DC 1-06-21 

Good evening, 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (SOD)" 

 

PID/OSB located the following planned demonstrations for January 6, 2021: 

On 01/05/21, at 10:00 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and group New Jersey Patriot 
Events (NRID) will host a demonstration ca e "Was ington DC 5th - 6th Trip" at the National 
Mall. The purpose of the event is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil 
disobedience. According to Facebook, 55 people are going, and 166 are interested. 

On 01/06/21 at an unknown time, the group The First Heavy Metal Church of Christ (NRID) will 
host an event called "Patriots Part 2020 in D.C." in Washington, DC. The group plans to leave 
on 01/05/21 and caravan to DC, stay at the Grand Hyatt and protest all day on 01/06/21. The 
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purpose of the event is to show support for the Nation. There is no indication of civil 
disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going, and 37 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, from 1:00 AM to 12:55AM, the individual  (3)(6); (13)(7)(C) l(NRID) and group 
Patriot Party of America (The Peoples Party) (NRID) will host a demonstration called "Million 
MAGA Strong" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President 
Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going, 
and 10 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, from 4:00 AM to 11:45PM, the individual  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a 
demonstration called "CANTON/AKRON ELECTION PROTEST BUS TRANSPORTATION 
(SOLD OUT)" at the US Capitol. The group plans on leaving Canton, OH and demonstrating in 
Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no 
indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 51 people are going, and 178 are 
interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 5:30 AM, the individuals  (b)(6); (13)(7)(C)  1/41NRID) and (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) 
will host a demonstration called "Jan 6th DC MAGA/KAG March-leaving from Fayetteville, 

NC" at the US Capitol. The group plans on leaving various places in North Carolina and arrive in 
Washington, DC at 10 AM. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. 
There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 6 people are going, and 17 
are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 6:00 AM, the individuals RID) and (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) 
will host a demonstration called "#StopT eStea Ra y for America —Bus trip" in Wash ngton, 

DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to petition Congress to follow the constitution and the 
will of the people. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 16 
people are going, and 23 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, from 6:00 AM to 11:00 PM, the individuals (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) RID) anclXV,SS  
(NRID) will host a demonstration called "Fit van from Winston Salem 

to in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President 
Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 19 people are 
going, and 59 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, from 7:00 AM to 11:55 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) 
and group Focus on Forsyth Country Ga. will host a demonstration called "MARCH FOR 
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TRUMP" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President 
Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 people are going, 
and 15 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 8:00 AM, the individuals  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID),  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID), and 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called "March to D.C., Be There, Will Be 

witu at ine U3 La itol. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President Trump. 
There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 45 people are going, and 
121 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, from 8:00 AM to 11:55 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host 
a demonstration called "Trumps MAGA rally stop the steal" in Washington, DC. The purpose of 
the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 
According to Facebook, 35 people are going, and 77 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, from 9:00 AM to 06:00 PM, the group Prime Time Patriots (NRID) will host a 
demonstration called "MARCH FOR TRUMP" in 213 Pennsylvania Ave SE, Washington, DC. 
The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil 
disobedience. According to Facebook, 39 people are going, and 234 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and group usTheSilent No MORE 
us (NRID) will host a demonstration cal e OR PRESIDENT TRUMP & YOUR 
RIGHTS" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump 
and let others know the people will not tolerate a fraudulent election. There is no indication of 
civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 2 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the individual RID) will host a demonstration called 
"Stand For Trump January 6th" in Washington, D e purpose of the demonstration is to 
support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 4 
people are going, and 5 are interested. 
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On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the group We Are Washington Page (NRID) will host a demonstration 
called "WA Patriots going to DC for the Million MAGA March on Jan 6th!" in Washington, DC. 
The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil 
disobedience. According to Facebook, 27 people are going, and 42 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (1/4NRID) will host a 
demonstration called "Calling all Patriots! We have been called to DC to the Nationa's Capital 
for a Peaceful protest to save #America #StopTheSteal" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the 
demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 
According to Facebook, 17 people are going, and 24 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 10:00 AM, the group Scranton Tea Party (NRID) will host a demonstration 
called "Trump Washington Event" at the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to 
support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 8 
people are going, and 35 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 10:00 AM, the individual  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration 
called "COVID+ Freedom March" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to 
support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 
110 people are going, and 196 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 10:00 AM, the individua RID) will host a demonstration called 
"Protest for Trump on Jan 6" at the US Capito e purpose of the demonstration is to support 
President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people 
are going, and 2 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the individualE  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) [NRID) and  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) NRID) will 
host a demonstration called "Fight for Trump" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the 
demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 
According to Facebook, 6 people are going, and 12 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration 
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called "Stop The Steal Jan 6 Capitol Hill" at First St NE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the 
demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 
According to Facebook, 291 people are going, and 2.3K are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group Eat Pray Kill (NRID) will host a demonstration called 
"Election Fraud and Electoral College Protest" at First St NE, Washington, DC. The purpose of 
the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 
According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 8 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group Fight for Freedom and Trump Rally (NRID) will host a 
demonstration called "Fight For Freedom Trump Rally" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the 
demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 
According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 3 are interested. 

On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and groups Virginia 
Women for Trump (NRID), Keep Georgia Red (NRID), TRUMPS FREEDOM FIGHTERS 
(NRID), PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMPS SOLID SUPPORT WORLDWIDE (NRID), 
Women United for Trump (NRID), Trump/Pence Reelection Group (NRID), Trump Daily 
Report (NRID), TRUMP — The Next Four Years (NRID), and GA Women for Trump (NRID) 
will host a demonstration called "MARCH FOR TRUMP JANUARY 6TH WASHINGTON 
DC" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There 
is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 people are going, and 5 are 
interested. 

Respectfully, 

SA (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

USSS/PID/PDL 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

cell 
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All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action 
may be taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service's e-mail system. This e-
mail may contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other 
disclosure limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated 
without the permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not 
keep, use, disclose, or copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it. 

All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action 
may be taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service's e-mail system. This e-
mail may contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other 
disclosure limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated 
without the permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not 
keep, use, disclose, or copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it. 
<DC Demostrations 1-06-21.pdf> 
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From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) d(PID) 

Sent: Fri, 25 Dec 2020 20:30  13 -0500 

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

Subject: RE: OSB Shift Briefing Sheet 12/25/20 @1400 

Thank you! 

From (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) 

Sent: Friday, December 25, 2020 8:30 PM 

Tc (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss. d hs.gov> 

Subject: FW: OSB Shift Briefing Sheet 12/25/20 @1400 

Sir, 

Attached is the most recent demo tracker sent out. 

Very Respectfully, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

From  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (pip) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

Sent: Friday, December 25, 2020 1:36 PM 

To: PIOCSUPS <piocsups@usss.dhs.gov>; PIOC <pioc@usss.dhs.goy>; OSU-ALL <OSU-

 

ALL@USSS.DHS.GOV>; EOBPDL <E0BPDL@usss.dhs.goy>; idsas <idsas@usss.dhs.goy>; faball 

<faball@usss.dhs.goy>; PID.COSIPROTA <PID.COSIPROTA@usss.dhs.goy> 

Subject: OSB Shift Briefing Sheet 12/25/20 @1400 

OSINT COVERAGE:  National Capitol Region 

• POTUS — Palm Beach, FL 

• FLOTUS — Palm Beach, FL 

o (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) — Washington, DC 

o lyanka Trump — Palm Beach, FL 

o Donald Trump Jr. —Jupiter, FL 

o Eric Trump — Wilmington, NC 

o Tiffany Trump— Durango, CO 

• VPOTUS — Vail, CO 

• SLOTUS — Vail, CO 

• A/DHS Secretary — Alexandria, VA 

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS:  2 

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES:  2 

SCHEDULED WHITE HOUSE AND EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS:  55 

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Temporary Protected Sites:  0 
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SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Permanent Protected Sites: 0 

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY: 

POTUS Trump 

News and social media continued to discuss a Twitter post by President Trump calling for a "big protest 

in D.C. on January 6." Additional chatter focused on the pardons and commutations issued by President 

Trump. Other social media chatter discussed President Trump's visit to Mar-a-Lago for Christmas. 

VPOTUS Pence 
News and social media chatter focused on the Vice President's trip to Vail, Colorado for the holidays. 

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf 
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

U.S. Secret Service 
Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 



IP
(PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

D cember 30, 2020 12:38  PM 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) usss.dhs.gov> 

Su ject: RE: W Protest 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) From: 

Sen 

and 
(b)(6) (b)(6), 

(b)(7)( 
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From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

Sent: Wed 30 Dec 2020 13:49:28 -0500 

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

Subject: • TT I • • rotest 

Attachments: PID Briefing Document - Wild Protest Jan 06 2021_SH_KHM.docx 

Nice job 
(b)(6), 

(b)(7)(C) Attached is our collective feedback. My edits were minor. 

Thanks 

very well done 

lice work. I cleaned up some formatting and posed a few questions, but overall, it was 

will provide our collective feedback in a bit. (b)(6); 
11,11711 

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) (W(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov> 

   

Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 6:26 PM 

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.d hs.gov> 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss dhs.gov> 

  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) 

  

Subject: Wild Protest 

Please see the attached Wild Protest briefing for Jan 6, 2021. It has been saved in the I drive. If you need 

me to come in early tomorrow, I could probably do it again, it takes me about 45 mins to drive in, so I 

just need a heads up. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Protective Intelligence Research Specialist 

PID I Open Source Branch 

United States Secret Service 

Deslçl (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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U.S. Secret Service 
Protective Intelligence & Assessment Division 

 

December 29, 2020 

Protective Intelligence Brief 

Wild Protest 

Background 

Since the 2020 election, demonstrations have been organized nationwide advocating for President Trump 

and speaking out against the election results. OR-Noverober 14, 2020In November 2020, a EARSOftitifft-of 

i}rivate-oitizeos-and-pro-Trump groups hosted a demonstrationgathering in Washington, DC, which 

resulted in an estimated 11,000 gathered  participants at Freedom Plaza, who marched to the Capitol and 

Supreme Court, and in December 2020, another pro-Trump gathering in Washington, DC, resulted in 

approximately 20,000 participants.  During each event, counter protests occurred, resulting in altercations 

and arrests. In both events combined, ten MPD police officers were assaulted, sustaining non-life 

threatening injuries. eup of counter protcter also gathercd to protct thc march, and therc were 

reported altercations between the Pro Trump and Anti Trump demontrator.ARD-r-epofteci-2-1-arrests 

and four officers who received non life threatening injuries during the day's events. For additional 

information, please refer to the PID After Action Talking Points the Million MAGA March After Action Nov 

16 2020.pdf (dhs.gov). 

Presrdent Trump wa organized4n-WashingtonDC--.-Offieial-nurobers 

Commented ISHII: Where were they primarily? I don't 
recall. I'm basically looking for the sentence structures to 
match. 

Commented [SH2]: We should figure out if an after-
action was done following the March for Trump in 
December. If so, I would reference that instead or both, and 
we need to add the hyperlink(s). 



MARCHfOr 

E71 TRUMP 
JANUARY 6TH 

WASHINGTON, DC 
THE PRESIDENT IS CALLING ONUS TO COPAE 

BACK TO WASHINGTON ON JANUARY 6TH 
FOR A BIG PROTEST BE THERE, WILL BR WILD' 

koC•-.0••• run tv,..0.• 
SMARCHFORTRVMP 

TRUMPMARCH.COM 
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following thc December 12, 2020 demonstrations, 

ilndividuals have continued to speak out against the 

2020 Presidential presidential  Election election 

results and Various President pro-Trump 

supporters have began begun to  organizeiog 

another large scale demonstration to occur on 

January 6, 2021, the day Congress is scheduled to 

certify the Electoral College vote for President-elect 

Joe Biden. As momentum for the demonstrations 

increased, President Trump tweeted on December 

19, 2020t0 encouragei-og his supporters to come to DC and protest, claiming  writing,  "Be there, will be 

wild!" Individuals chose this tagline for the upcoming protest, naming it the "Wild Protest." a-Rel-tThe 

hashtag #WildProtest has been widely used  to discuss and promote the event. President Trump tweeted 

again on December 27, 2020, promoting the protest. As of December 29, 2020, social media indicated 

3,271 participants planning on to attendifig, and an additional 10,707 are interested. 

Organizers 

Stop The Steal (NRID), Million MAGA March (NRID), Women for America First (NRID), March for Trump 

(NRID), and other pro-Trump groups, along with private citizens, have promoted event pages for the 

event. 

Stop The Steal is a loosely organized group;  which emerged on November 7, 2020, with the belief the 

election is being stolen from President Trump due to election fraud. The group began organizing 

demonstrations nationwide called "Stop The Steal." According to the website, invited speakers and 

featured guests for the January 6, 2021 event  include Rep. Paul Gosar, Ali Alexander, Roger Stone, Rep-

Elect Marjorie Greene, Rep. Lance Gooden, Rep-Elect Lauren Boebert, State Rep. Vernon Jones, State Rep. 

Mark Finchem, State Sen. Doug Mastriano, State Rep. Anthony Kern, and several others. One 

spokesperson from Stop The Steal, Ali Alexander (NRID), has encouraged followers to bring tents, sleeping 

bags, food, and water. Alexander claimed, "if DC escalates...so do we. Do not wear a mask. Stand with 

others bullied by staff." Twitter removed this tweet as it violated the spread of COVID-19 harmful 

information. 

Proud Boys is a right-wing group founded in 20167  by Gavin McInnes as a "pro-Western fraternal 

organization." They are of record with USSS for demonstration activity since 2017; no civil disobedience 

or arrests were recorded. For more information on the Proud Boys, please see the Protective Intelligence 

Brief Proud Boys Talking Points. 

Hotel Harrington, an alleged hangout/hotel for the Proud Boys, made a statement on December 28, 2020, 

announcing their closing closure  from January 4-6, 2021, Ouring411e-pr-otests-for "safety of visitors and 

employees." According to news media, four individuals were stabbed outside the Hotel-hotel during the 

protests on December 12, 2020, when Proud Boys members  clashed with counter protesters. Proud Boys' 

2 
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Taking back our country from corrupt politicians 
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self-proclaimed Chairmanchairman Enrique Tarrio (NRID), made a statement on Parler regarding the 

closing of Hotel Harrington, claiming the Proud Boys outgrew the hotel and were planning on protesting 

during that time and staying at various locations. 

Call to Protest 

On January 6, 2021, a consortium of private citizens and pro-Trump groups reportedly will host the Wild 

Protest in Washington, DC. The groups intend to demonstrate in support of President Trump and speak 

out against the pending  2020 election results. Numerous groups have claimed to be protesting at the US 

Capitol, with few-other groups staying  protesting  at the White House. 

#WeAreTheStorm, #1176Rebel, #OccupyCapitols have 

gained attention as the protest on January 6, 2021, 

approaches. With the argument that individuals were 

able to occupy other areas, including Black Lives Matter 

Plaza;  and the Capitol Hill Organized Protest/Capitol Hill 

Autonomous Zone, President Trump supporters have 

proposed a movement to Occupy  occupy  Capitol Hill. 

This movement is supported by Ali Alexander's post 

regarding bringing tents, food, sleeping bags, and water. 

Individuals who cannot come to Washington, DC, are 

encouraged to occupy their local CapitoLcapitols. The 

quote featured on the flyer is from Abraham Lincoln, 

"We the people are the rightful masters of both 

Congress and the courts, not to overthrow the 

Constitution, but to overthrow the men who prevent the 

Constitution." 

(b)(6); 
Ih11711r1 From January 5, 2021, at 6:00 AM, to January 7, 2021, at 4:30 PM, the individual 

(NRID) will host a demonstration called "BTT heads to Washington DC for Trump Victory Rally" 

at the White House. The purpose of this event is to "rally for a Trump Victory." There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 7 people are going, and 25 are interested. 

From January 5, 2021, at 10:00 AM, to January 6, 2021,at 08:00 PM, the individua (b)(6), 

(NRID) will host a demonstration called "March on Congress Caravan" at 1" St SE, Washington, 

DC. The purpose of the event is to caravan to Washington, DC, from Florida, and support the 

United Stateds and free and fair elections. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According 

to Facebook, 4 person people  is-are going, and 2 are interested. 

On January 5, 2021, at 10:00 PM, the individual (bO).  NRID) and the group New Jersey 

Patriot Events (NRID) will host a demonstration called "Washington DC 55h - 65h Trip" at the 

National Mall. The purpose of the event is to support President Trump. There is no indication of 

civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 66 people are going, and 196 are interested. 
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On January 6, 2021, at an unknown time, Proud Boys (RID) will host an unnamed demonstration 

in Washington, DC. The purpose of this demonstration is to join the other  pro-Trump 

demonstrations. There was no indication of civil disobedience. The group advised they will not 

wear their traditional black and yellow attire, and will dress "incognito." The group self-reported 

plans to demonstrate in smaller groups throughout DC. Current numbers of planned participants 

was-were  not indicated, but the group stated they will "turn out in record numbers." 

On January 6,2021, at an unknown time, the group The First Heavy Metal Church of Christ (NRID) 
will host an event called, "Patriots Part 2020 in D.C." in Washington, DC. The group plans to leave 

on  01/05/21 and  caravan to DC, stay at the Grand Hyatt, and protest all day-on-0-1/06/-24. The 

purpose of the event is to show support for the Natioonation.  There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going, and 38 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 1:00 AM, the individua (bO).  (NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "We the people need transparency!" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to 

"show up outside the senate in support of demanding our election is proven to be fair." There is 

no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 6 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 1:00 AM to 12:55_AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and group 

Patriot Party of America (The Peoples Party) (NRID) will host a demonstration called "Million 
MAGA Strong" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President 

Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 people are going, 

and 14 are interested. 

-On January 6, 2021, from 4:00 AM to 11:45 PM, the individual (b)(6); NRID) - will host a 
11,1171fr'N 

demonstration called "CANTON/AKRON ELECTION PROTEST : ORTATION (SOLD 
OUT)" at the US Capitol. The group plans on leaving Canton, OH, and demonstrating in 

Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 58 people are going, and 177 are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 5:30 AM, the individuals (b)(6); (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(NRID) - will host a demonstration called "Jan 6th DC MAGA/KAG March-leaving from 
Fayetteville, NC" at the US Capitol. The group plans on leaVift-Vafiet15-ptaces-in-NeFt41-Gefoline 

anel-afFivearg in Washington, DC, at 10 AM. The purpose of the demonstration is to support 

President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 10 people 

are going, and 27 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 6:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6)• (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(NRID) will host a demonstration called "#StopTheSteal Rally for America —Bus trip" in 

Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to petition Congress to follow the 

constitution and the will of the people. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to 

Facebook, 16 people are going, and 23 are interested. 

(b)(6) 
On January 6, 2021, from 6:00 AM to 11:00 PM, the individuals 

(NRID) will host a demonstration called "Fight for Trump van from Winston Salem 

(b)(6) (NRID) and (b)(6 

NC to DC" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President Trump. 

4 
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There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 20 people are going, and 81 
are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 7:00 AM, the group American Conservatism (NRID) will host a 

demonstration at the US, Capitol called "March on Congress." The purpose of this demonstration 

is to speak out against election fraud and in support of President Trump. There was no indication 

of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 581 people  are going and 3.8K are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 7:00 AM, the group The Republican Mandate (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "Wild Protest for Donald Trump" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the 

event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication 

of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 53 person-people  are going, and 79 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 07:00 AM, the group RI Warriors for Trump (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "TRUMP RALLY DC" in Washington DC. Specific The specific  location has 

not yet-been released. The purpose of the event is to "demand transparency and protect election 

integrity." There is no indication of civil disobedience. Post permissions for the group's discussion 

section have been turned off. According to Facebook, 8 people are going, and 10 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, the group Trumpaign (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "March on Congress" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to 

demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 13 people are going, and 44 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 07:00 AM to 09:00 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) NRID) will host 

a demonstration called "Support Trump MAGA...." in Washington 1),C. The sSpecific location has 

not yet-been released. The purpose of the event is to show support for President Trump. There is 

no indication of civil disobedience. Post permissions for the group's discussion section have been 

turned off. According to Facebook, 1  person is  going and 1 is interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 7:00 AM to 11:55 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) NRID) 
and the group Focus on Forsyth Country GaGA (NRID), will host a demonstration called "MARCH 
FOR TRUMP" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President 

Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 people are going, 

and 18 are interested. 

(b)(6); On January 6, 2021, at 8:00 AM, the individual NRID), MO); (NRID), and thlaltrl 
(NRID) will host a demonstration ca e March to D.C., Be There, Will Be 

Wild" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President Trump. There 

is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 45 people are going, and 121 are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "Southern MD Stop the Steal MAGA March" at the National Mall. The 

purpose of this event is to support President Trump and not allow the liberals to steal the election. 

There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 13 people are going, and 33 
are interested. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

' Commented [SH51: Therefore...??? We should explain to 
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On January 6, 2021, from 8:00 AM to 11:55 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) INRID) will 

host a demonstration called "Trumps MAGA rally stop the steal" in Washington, DC. The purpose 

of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 35 people are going, and 77 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM, the  group  Frederick County Conservative Club 
(NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington, DC, called "Million MAGA March." The purpose 

of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group plans on arriving at 

Freedom Plaza from Frederick, MD, at 9:00 AM, and departing DC at 3:30 PM. There was is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to  Facebook, currently indicates 40  people  are going, 

and 122 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the group ACActual Reality Report (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "Fight for Trump Washington, D.C." The purpose of the demonstration is 

"President Trump invites you to Washington DC for a Wild Time (aka) Fight for your country."7 

There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, eur-rently-imikates-8 people 

are going, and 27 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the individual MO); (NRID) and group usTheSilent No 
MORE us (NRID) will host a demonstration called "FIGHT FOR PRESIDENT TRUMP & YOUR 
RIGHTS" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump and 

let others know the people will not tolerate a fraudulent election. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 2 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 9:00 AM to 06:00 PM, the group Prime Time Patriots (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "MARCH FOR TRUMP" in 213 Pennsylvania Ave SE, Washington, DC. The 

purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 47 people are going, and 295 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Stand For Trump January 6th" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to 

support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 4 

people are going, and 6 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the group We Are Washington Page (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "WA Patriots going to DC for the Million MAGA March on Jan 6th!" in 

Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 27 people are going, and 42 are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) NRID) will 

host a demonstration called "Calling all Patriots! We have been called to DC to the Nation's 
Capital for a Peaceful protest to save #America #StopTheSteal" in Washington, DC. The purpose 

of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 17 people are going, and 24 are interested. 

[Commented [SH7]: is this second "us" really there? 

From January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM to January 7, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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of the event is to "protest the election fraud, tyranny and corrupt politicians." There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2  people are going, and 6 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Fight for Freedom Rally/Protest" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to "protest 

against corruption, demanding transparent elections where our leaders are elected, not 

selected." There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 person if,ople are 

going, and 5 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Patriot Gathering" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to "join together on 

this day. In support of our election." There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to 

Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, private citizen'  ..(1?)(6);  (NRID) will host a demonstration at the 

National Mall called "President Trump's Calling on Patriots to Protest in Washington D.C. 
January 6th @ the National Mall." The purpose of this demonstration is to join the pro-Trump 

demonstrations as a contingency from Texas. There was no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to  Facebook, currently indicates  66 people  are going, and 78 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, the individual M(6); (NRID) will host a 
/kV -Mr 

demonstration called "Trump Rally Jan 6" in Washington, DC The purpose of the event is to 

"come to DC Jan 6 when Congress counts electoral votes and objections are raised." There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 38 peopler-sea is-are going, and 75 are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, the group  Stop the Steal (NRID) will host a 

demonstration at the U,S, Capitol called "Wild Protest." The purpose of this demonstration is to 

speak out against the 2020 Presidential presidential  Election election  results. There was is no 

indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was-is unavailable at this 

time. 

On January 6, 2021, at 10:00 AM, the group Scranton Tea Party (NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Trump Washington Event" at the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to 

support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 8 
people are going, and 36 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 10:00 AM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "COVID+ Freedom March" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to 

support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 110 
people are going, and 196 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 10:00 AM, the individua .(b)(P); INRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Protest for Trump on Jan 6" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to 

support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 
people are going, and 2 are interested. 

7 
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On January 6, 2021, at 11:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6); NRID) and (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) 

will host a demonstration called "Fight for Trump" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the 

demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 6 people are going, and 12 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 11:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "Stop The Steal Jan 6 Capitol Hill" at First St NE, Washington, DC. The 

purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 291 people are going, and 2.3K are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group Eat Pray Kill (NRID) will host a demonstration called 

"Election Fraud and Electoral College Protest" at First St NE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the 

demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 8 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group Fight for Freedom and Trump Rally (NRID) will host 

a demonstration called "Fight For Freedom Trump Rally" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the 

demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 4 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group Washington State March for Trump in DC 01/06/2020 
(NRID) will host a demonstration called "MARCH FOR TRUMP" in Washington DC. The Specific 

specific  location has not yet—been released. The purpose of the event is to show support for 

President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, there are 0 
going, and 0 interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group New Jersey Patriots Event Page (NRID) and the 

individual M(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called "Million MAGA March, 
March for Trump, StopTheSteal,", -The purpose of the demonstration is "President Trump has 

called for all of his supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6th — This will be the biggest 

protest in American History. -The time to take a stand is now!" -There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to  Facebook, currently indicates 553  people are going, and 1.8K are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group  Million MAGA March (NRID) will host a 

demonstration at the National Mall in Washington, DC, called "Million MAGA March — Round III." 
The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against 

the election results. The group is utilizing hashtags #millionmagamarch, #mi11i0nmagamarch2021, 

and #stopthesteal. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Their website currently indicates 

916 people are going. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group  Patriot Party (NRID) and private citizen (b)(6) 

(NRID) will host a demonstration at the US: Capitol called "Patriots United March on Congress." 
The purpose of this-the demonstration is to speak out for election integrity while Congress meets 

to confirm the Electoral College votes. The group intficateel-indicates  plans to meet at the Capitol, 

but has not indicated potential routes. There was-is no indication of civil disobedience. According 

to Facebook, euffently-ineficates 34 people  are going, and 212 are interested. 

8 
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On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the individual  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  (NRID) and groups Virginia 

Women for Trump (NRID), Keep Georgia Red (NRID), TRUMPS FREEDOM FIGHTERS (NRID), 

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMPS SOLID SUPPORT WORLDWIDE (NRID), Women United for Trump 

(NRID), Trump/Pence Reelection Group (NRID), Trump Daily Report (NRID), TRUMP - The Next 

Four Years (NRID), and GA Women for Trump (NRID) will host a demonstration called "MARCH 

FOR TRUMP JANUARY 6TH WASHINGTON DC" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the 

demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 12 people are going, and 17 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 3:00 PM, the individual (bO), (NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Stop the Steal March #BeThere" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to "make 

politicians listen.: There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 131 people 

are going, and 612 are interested. 

On January 6,2021, at an unknown time, the groups  Women for America First (NRID) and March 

for Trump (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called "March for Trump." The 

purpose of this demonstration is to "demand transparency & protect election integrity." There 

!was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants arewas 

unavailable at this time. 

Counter Demonstrations 

There are several counter-demonstrations planned forJanuary 6,2021. OSB has observed fewer-less social 

media activity and chatter for these counter-demonstrations than during previous pro-Trump 

demonstrations. The themes emerging from social media chatter amongst the counter protestors is 

similar to the rhetoric espoused during prior protests: the groups are attempting to keep Proud Boys and 

other Pro-Trump groups out of Washington, DC.  

Several local groups have shared the news regarding Hotel Harrington closing from January 4-6, 2021, in 

faceparatien-fer-tne-Protestand have encouraged followers to contact other local hotels and-to encourage 

them to shut down as well. Although ShutDownDC (RID), All Out DC (RID), and Black Lives Matter DC (RID), 

have shared the news regarding the-Hotel  Harrington on social media, they have not publicly announced 

any details regarding plans to protest. 

The-themes-erner-ging-frern-the-seeial-Fneelia-ellatteF-frefn-the-eaunter-nFetests-appear-te-lae-similar-te 

The-greups arc attcmpting to kccp Proud Boys and 

ether-Pr-o-Trurftta-g-reeps-eut-ef-Washingten7-D& 

On January 6, 2021, at an unknown time, the group  Refuse Fascism (RID) will host a 

demonstration in Washington, DC, called "Opposing Trump's Moves to Overturn the Election." 

The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out during the pro-Trump demonstrations. There 

was-is no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was-are not 

inelicatedunknown at this time. 
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On January 6, 2021, at an unknown time, the  groups  They Them Collective (RID), Total Liberation 

Collective (NRID), DC Protests (NRID), Good TroubleCo.op (NRID), Smash the Fash NOVA (NRID), 

and DC Youth Liberation Front/DCYLF (RID) :will host a demonstration in Washington, DC, called 

"Alert: Terrorists in Town Jan 3-6, 17-23." The purpose of this demonstration is to  speak counter 

demonstrate during the Proud Boys  (RID} and Stop the Steal demonstrations. There was-is no 

indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was not indicated  are 

unknown  at this time. 

On January 6, 2021, at 1:00 PM, the groups  Insurgence USA (NRID) and Protest Live (NRID) will 

host a demonstration in Washington, DC, called "No Fascist in DC- March Against Fascism." The 

group intends to meet at the Washington Monument. The purpose of this demonstration is to 

speak out against fascism. There was-is no indication of civil disobedience. According to  Facebook, 

eur-r-ently-inekates-6 people  are going, and 53 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, the group I Approve This Message (NRID) will 

host a demonstration at the US Capitol Building called "Donald, You're Fired! March on DC." The 

purpose of the demonstration is to "witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration of 

the results of the 2020 elections, held on November 3rd, 2020, We the People will proceed, 

peacefully and safely, from the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. 

Trump, Donald Trump, You're Fired!" There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to 

Facebook, eur-r-ently-intlieates-6 people are planning-te-attenelgoing, and 19 are interested. 

Refuse Fascism has demonstrated on numerous occasions at the White House and temporar4y protected 

sites. One-demonstration  in 2017, held near Trump Tower in New York City, in 2017 ended with arrests 

for disorderly conduct and failure to obey. 

TheyThem Collective is of record for a demonstration at the White House in November 2020. The 

demonstration concluded without incident or arrest. 

DC Youth Liberation Front is of record with the USSS7  for a demonstration in August 2020 near Meridian 

Park. The group utilized sound equipment and MPD made several arrests for damaging 30 vehicles, 

destroying two police cruisers, defacing government property, setting fires, and breaking windows. 

ShutDownDC has demonstrated on numerous occasions in relation to social justice in Washington, DC, as 

well as outside  Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf's home. A ShutDownDC demonstration on June 2, 2020, 

resulted in one arrest for possession of an imitation pistol and a BB gun. 

All Out DC is of record with the USSS;  for numerous demonstrations at the White House. During an All 

Out DC demonstration in June 2020, protestors were observed using fireworks, obstructing roads, and 

throwing debris at officers. MPDC used smoke to clear the area and the demonstration concluded with 

one arrest for threats. 

Black Lives Matter has demonstrated on numerous occasions at the White House and temporarily 

protected sites. The group has previously used sound equipment. One demonstration on June 4, 2020, 

concluded with one arrest after gas cans and fireworks were observed inside a subject's vehicle. Two 

arrests were made during a demonstration on June 2, 2020, for possession of an imitation pistol and 

possession of a BB gun. 

10 
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Dark Web 

No organization efforts for events on January 6, 2021, have been identified on the dark web at this time. 

Road Closures 

Metropolitan Police DC (MPDC+ has not made an official announcement regarding any road closures at 

this time. 

Assessment 

Many of the groups planning to engage in demonstration activities on January 6,2021, are the same which 

participated in demonstration activities on November 14, 2020, and December 12, 2020, where clashes 

ensued between pro-Trump and anti-Trump supporters. As a result of the indicated participants, as well 

as an observed increase in social media chatter from protestors, PID assesses while the majority of 

individuals will remain peaceful, clashes between demonstrating groups are likely. 
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From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PI D) 
Sent: Wed, 30 Dec 2020 14:18:55 -0500 

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (P1 D) 

Subject: FW: Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (P ID) 

Page 6901 of 10444 

(JOCC) - Upcoming Activations - December 31, 2020 and January 6, 2021 

FYSA 

From: MATTHEW MILLER (WFO) . 

Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 10:53 AM  

To. (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WFO) L
i

 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.d hs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (UDW) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USSS. d hs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WFO) . (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WFO)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.d hs.gov> 

Cc: WFO.PRO-OPS-Squad <WFO.PRO-OPS-Squad@USSS.DHS.GOV> (WO),  (b)(7)(C)  (PPD)  
I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)j  usss.dhs.gov>;I (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) (I NV) ti_b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uss.s.dhssov> (b)(6),  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NV) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov>  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  (WFO) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ,P D) 

@usss.dhs.gov> 

Subject: FW: Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) - Upcoming 

Activations - December 31, 2020 and January 6, 2021 

FYSA. 

We're looking at more demos on January 6th. 

Let's plan on staffing the MPDC JOC and having another augment for PPD/UDW. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 



9.5K V 44K 0 3 :JK 

Log in 

Matt Miller 
Washington Field Office 
U.S. Secret Service 

office 
cell 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 
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Donald J. Trump 0  @realD... Dec 19 0.0 

Peter Navarro releases 36-page report 

alleging election fraud more than sufficient' 

to swing victory to Trump 
washex.am/3nwaBCe. A great report by 

Peter. Statistically impossible to have lost 

the 2020 Election. Big protest in D.C. on 

January 6th. Be there, will be wild! 

0  This claim about election fraud is 
disputed 

Thank you, and sorry... 
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All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action may be 

taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service's e-mail system. This e-mail may 

contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other disclosure 

limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated without the 

permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not keep, use, disclose, or 

copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
I
Pdc.gov> (MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) From 

Sent: Tuesda December 22, 2020 10:33 AM 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usdo.  !ov; External pnps.gov Dnps.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) HSEMA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( H t MA) dc.gov>; 

dc.gov>. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6); (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc (EOM) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 71 OV> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) SOD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; usss.dhs (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) OV> 

External-steven.sund@uscp.gov <steven.sund@uscp.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WF) (FBI 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) l(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) fbi.gov>; External 

ov 

state. ov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) .state.gov>; External-

 

state.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) D OT) (b)(6), (b)(7)(c) dc.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) UDO) I (b)(6), usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uscp.gov 

Owmata.com• (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (DDOT) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) UDW) dc.gov>; 

usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Wusss.dhs.g63 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (UDW) 
(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) lausss.dhs.gov>; External-L(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ nps.  ov; External (b)4T,  @amtrak.com 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @wmata.com> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) :DPW) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ehq.dhs.gov>;  Externa 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ,• USC :OV>; WF-Ssecial-Events 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) amtrak.com>; 

dc.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), wamtrak.com> 

thlt711C11 (b)(6), 
(hlaltrl 

(b)(6); 
/1,1/71/r1 

dc ov> @wmata.com (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USC OV •  * 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1@a mtrak.com  xterna • I IC. ov; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ov; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (UDW) • n is 

ov; External (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

OV> nps.gov USC •  • 

USC* :OV (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); 
ikv7vt-N 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • n is !ov>; External USC OV> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (RTC) usss.dhs (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) OV> 

(WFO) WFO) usss.dhs. ov (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6) WA (FBI) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) •  usss.dhs.gov> fbi. (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) OV 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WE) (FBI) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) fbi.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) fbi. ov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) CIV 
USARMY MDW  USA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) CIV mail.mil>• Chet (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ewmata.com>. 

(b)(6); 
fh1/71/r1 (NN 

WE) (FBI) 

(WE) (FBI) 

fbi.gov (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (WE) (FBI) @fbi.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); 
(b)(6) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WE) (FBI) 

‘
2)4

T,L, 
@fbi.gov>; 

MATMEW MILLER (WFO)  

(UDW) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

1@uscp.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ',cpuscp.gov>; 

busd01 .gov>1 

fbi.gov> (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) bfbi.g0V>. (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) atf.gov; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6); 

ikv7vt-N FEM S) fbi.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 6SSS.dhS.g0V>1  WFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> 

@fbi.gov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) fbi.gov> (b)(6); (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • wmata.com>; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • uscp.gov>  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Cc: External (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) dc.gov dc.gov>; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wdc.gov 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) edc.gov>;  External-

 

dc.gov  

dc.gov>; External (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

dc.gov <L (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>;  ExternaILD)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

E
 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) Wdc.gov>; External-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Zdc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  @dc.gov>; External-

  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  Wdc.gov' (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pdc.gov>,  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(MPD) 

(MPD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) M P D) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

c.c.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kw dc.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Ddc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (M P D) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Y• n  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) a)cic.gov> 

Subject: metropolitan Police e pa r ment's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) 

Activations - December 31, 2020 and January 6, 2021 

Good afternoon, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Vdc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

A • •• • • • 

(M P Dt (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
MPD) <jstacc.adminbox@dc.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

MPD) 

 (MPD) 

(MPD) 

Upcoming 

The Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) will be 
operational for two (2) upcoming events: 

1. Thursday, December 31, 2020 at 1800 hours  for New Year's Eve activities throughout 

the District. It will remain activated until all events clear. 

2. Wednesday, January 6, 2021 at 0700 hours  for First Amendment demonstrations 

throughout the District. It will remain activated until all events clear. 

If you would like to have a representative for either (or both) of these JOCC activations, please 
reply directly to me providing the name and contact information for the representative, as well 
as the hours we should expect the representative to be in the JOCC. I will try my best to ensure 
that he or she has seating during the event. Please keep in mind that we are extremely limited 
in spacing due to the current health pandemic and the need to practice social distancing. 
Therefore, we are only allowing for one representative from an agency in the JOCC at a time. If 
you are no longer the point of contact for your agency, please reply and let me know who the 
point of contact should be. 

(b)(7)(E) 

Health/temperature screenings will be required upon entry into the JOCC. Additionally, face 
masks are required while inside of MPD facilities. While MPD will have some spare personal 
protective equipment (PPE) and cleaning materials on site, it is highly recommended that 
representatives bring their own. 
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There will not be meals provided during the activation, so please ensure you bring all the 

personal food and beverage you require for your tour of duty. There are some vending 

machines in the building as well. Unfortunately, there will be no available refrigerators, so if 

needed please bring a small cooler if needed. There are some local restaurants that deliver to 

headquarters as well. 

There is wireless connectivity in the JOCC and it is an UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO/LES operating 

environment, so laptops, cell phones, and agency radios are authorized. If you do not have a 

laptop with a wireless connection, there are a limited number of DC government computers at 

some of the work stations that we can facilitate access through. Please let us know if this is the 

case ahead of time. 

As always, thank you for your continued support. 

Respectfully, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Director 

Joint Strategic & Tactical Analysis Command Center 

Homeland Security Bureau 

Metropolitan Police Department 

Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: MATTHEW MILLER (WFO) 

   

Sent: Wed, 30 Dec 2020 15:33:05 -0500 

   

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WFO, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(WFO) 

    

Subject: FW: Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center 

(JOCC) - Upcoming Activations - December 31, 2020, January 5, 2021, January 6, 2021 

FYSA 

lac*. 

Matt Miller 
Washington Field Office 
U.S. Secret Service 

office 
cell 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action may be 

taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service's e-mail system. This e-mail may 

contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other disclosure 

limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated without the 

permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not keep, use, disclose, or 

copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2020 3:11 PM 

To (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) IPusdoj.gov; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) nps.gov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (HSEMA) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I@ dc.gov>;1(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kE0M1 ,.(b)(6), I@ dc.gov> 

@usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) SOD) 

External 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) nps.gov>; 

HSEMA 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PPD) 

usss.dhs.gov>; 

F) (FBI (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
1(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) fbi.gov>; External- (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pstate.gov 1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) state.gov>; External-

 

dc.gov>; 

usss.dhs.gov>; 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (UDW) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

1(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

DDOT) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov> 

@usss.dhs.gov) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ usss.d hs.gov>. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uscp.gov, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); 

(DDOT) 

(U DO) (b)(6), 

wrrata.COM ; 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) kU DW) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @state.gov 4(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)1@state.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Zusss.dhs.gov>; External-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov <  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  @dc.gov>; 
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(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

WF) (FBI) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) J 

Satf.gov; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uscp.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USCO nov>: 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Ddc.gov>; External 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov 

dc.gov>; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov 

@dc.gov>; Adminbox, JS I ALL (IV 

Good afternoon all, 

Due to additional First Amendment Demonstrations planned for January 5th, we will now be 

activating for that date as well. Please see the below updated schedule. 

• Thursday, December 31, 2020 from 2000 hours to clear 

• Tuesday, January 5, 2021 from 0700 hours to clear 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021 from 0700 hours to clear 

Please respond directly to me if you wish to request a seat in the JOCC. We will do our best to 

accommodate based on social distancing guidelines. 

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)(C) @amtrak.com> 

(DPW) <I(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  dc.gov>;  „q:9(6), IPwmata.corrd  (b)(6),  

(b)(6), 
thv7v1^1 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) n ps.gov; External-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Samtrak.com 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @‘,/rnata.com> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) >; External- (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uscp.gov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) arntrak.com 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( U DW) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) nps.gov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @nps.gov>; External  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) puscp.gov (W(6),  (b)(7)(C) 1@uscp.gov>,  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) buscp.gov>;  WF-Special-Events@ic.fbi.gov; External 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • amtrak.com>I  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pnps.gov; 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) • usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @uscp.gov; External 
(b)(6) _ L 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( RTC) usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

IWFO) (WFO) usss.dhs.gov>, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6): (b)(7)(C)  usss.dhs.gov>I pfbi.gov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) fbi.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WF) (FBI) (b)(6)• (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @fbi.gov>; CIV 

USARMY MDW (USA)•  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

WF) (FBI) 

(WF) (FBI) (b)(6), 

iv@mail.mik Chief' (b)(61 (b)(7)(C) Rwmata.com>; 

Sfbi.gov> 

Ofbi.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( WF ) (FBI) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  (M6,) (b)(6)• (b)(6)• (WF) (FBI) fbi.gov>; 

fbi.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), 

(WF) (FBI) @fbi.gov>; MATTHEW MILLER (WFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (UDW @usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) Whi (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usdoi.gov>: (FEMS) 

Susss.dhs.govj  (b)(6) IWFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) gov> 

wmata.com>; Externa

i

l  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

uscp.gov>; External (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), 
(h)(71(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) fbi.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 9tbi.gov 

@dc.gov> Pdc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pdc.gov cc: txterna (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) voc.gov 

dc.gov>; External-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

dc.gov>; External (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  
_1

50 CIC.g0Vj (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

Sdc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

PD) < dc.gov>; External-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(MPD) 

(MPD (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C 

(MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) C c.govi (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

MPD (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Ddc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) sdc gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(CLib d C.g0V> (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) PD) 

(MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ dc.gov  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

D) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) 

PD) <jstacc.adminbox@dc.gov: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) 

rMPD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

dc.gov>;_  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I  (MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  !dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) d c.gov>  (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C)  M P D ) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Sdc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) - Upcoming 

Activations - December 31, 2020, January 5, 2021, January 6, 2021 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 



(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (HSEMA) 

b 6 b 7 C dc. ov> 

usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6)• (b)(7)(C) 

state.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>; 
(b)(6) amtrak.com 

Dwrnata.com> 

Events@ic.fbi.gov <wf-special-events@ic.fbi.govi (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) Lt=rak.com 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

@usss.dhs.gov 
(b)(6); 

/1,1/71/r 

(b)(6); (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); 
11,11711r 

(b)(6); (b)(6).  (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ a tf .gov 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
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As always - thank you for your support. 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

Director 

Joint Strategic & Tactical Analysis Command Center 

Homeland Security Bureau 

Metropolitan Police Department 

Cell: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

From (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, December 28, 2020 1:00 PM  

To (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usdoj.gov  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I@ usdoLgov> 

[dc.gov> 
@nps.gov>; 

(HSEMAT (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (EOM) .(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • usss.dhs.gov> )usss.dhs.gov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), 
(h)(71(C) (10)T?;,1(WF) (FBI @fbi.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) state .gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) state.gov>; 

b)(61 (b)(7)(C) /111/R1  dc.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) state.gov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) )(C) 

uscp.gov: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uscp.goN7  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

t IJIJU ld (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (fp ac.gov>, -mr% mata.co (b)(6), 

(U DWI (b)(6), (b)(7)(CLI) usss.dhs.gov) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C u sss . d h s .gov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • usss.dhs.gov>1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (FEMS) 

1 (b)(6) (b (7)(C) ItInps.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) nps.gov 

amtrak.com> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
th1/71/r 1 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

( U DW ) b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dusss.dhs.gov> 
(b)(6); wmata.com (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) UDW) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) DPW) @wmata.com> 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

uscp.gov>; WF-Lecial-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) IDdc.gov>] (b)(6), VWwmata com (b)(6); 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) uscp.gov 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) Wamtrak.com>,  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Znps.gov  < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @nps.gov> (b)(6)• (b)(7)(C) 

( USSS-U DW) I  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov>I 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ u scprov>i (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) nps.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) nps.gov>; 

1@uscp.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USCO.g0V> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  (WFO)  
(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @uscp.gov 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dusss dhs.gov>I  

(USSS-UDW) @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) ki)usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

1pfbi.govl (b)(6), pf bi.gov> 

(WF) (FBI)  I (b)(6), pfbi.gov>  

(b)(6); 
(h)(71(C) (WF) (FBI) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) wfbi.gov>, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

CIV USARMY MDW (USA) 
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

fbi 
civ@mail.mik  Chief (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) WF) (FBI) 

WF) (FBI) 
WF) (FBI) 

• wmata.com>; 
fbi.gov> (b)(6); (b)(7 1(WF)  (FBI) (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); OV> 

OV> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I(WF) ( FBR twfbi.gov>I (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) fbi. ov> 

1@ (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss dhs ov (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); Dfbi .gov @uscp.gov> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) uscp.gov 



(b)(6), usss.dhs.gov> 

uscp.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(cocic.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc gov>; 

dc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

rdc.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6) (b)  7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) .gui> 

PD) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) c1C.gov>, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Director 

Joint Strategic & Tactical Analysis Command Center 

Homeland Security Bureau 

Metropolitan Police Department 

Cell 
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(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (FEMS) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); 
(111(7)(c1 ,Lului.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>. 

@usdoi.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

WFO) 

(MPD b 6 b 7 C 

(WF) FBI) 

(FEMS) 
(b)(6), b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(h)(61.  (t-N7VC1 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc ov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD) 

(MPD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  

Ddc.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>, 

OV> 

(b  (6) (b)(7)(C) MPD) 

dc.gov>;  Adminbox, JSTACC (MPD) <istacc.adminbox@dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) •  dc.gov>1_, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) tr-mpD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 

 

1-0:.5z iivi 
To. (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) @us ol.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) busdoi.gov: 

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Ddc.gov> 

Dnps.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

HSEMA) 1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>,  (W(6), (b)(7)(C) HSEMA) 

@dc.gov>  (b)(6), (b)(7) C) EOM) <(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) )dc.gol (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

?usss.dhs.gov> 

USSS.0 rIS.g0V (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Vusss.dhs.gov  

(WF) (FBI (b)(6), fbi.gov> (b)(6)' (b)(7)(C) estate.: ov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @state.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dstate.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) state.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (DDOT) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) adc.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) wmata.com> 

(MPD) 

(MPD) 

MPD b 6 (b)(7)(C) dc.gov> 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (MPD 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

(MPD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Pfbi.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Odc.gov> 

Cc 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) IN1PD) 

@dc.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) M dc.gov> 



„(.1;),)n, Dfbi.gov> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

pfbi.gov 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(WE) (FBI) 

@fbi.gov>;  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

civ 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dfbi.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

mail.mil>.  Chief (b)(6) b 7 C • wmata.com> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

"A/% El (FBI) „(,';E;-.  

WE) (FBI) 

fbi.gov> (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) IWF)  (FBI)1  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
IV USARMY MDW (USA) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov  < 

@fbi.gov>;	 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WE) (FBI) 

(b)(6) b . go v> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>; 

Wfbi.gov>; 

F) (FBI) 

(b)(6); 
11111711M 

(WE) (FBI) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @wmata.com>;  I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WE) (FBI) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) uscp.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(CTI@fbi.gov>; (b)(6); 
tkv7vr‘ 

Cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

ov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

dc. ov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(7)(C) (b)(6) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

MPD) • 

dc (b)(6), 

MPD) dc (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) OV>, 

ov>; dc 

(MPD) 

(MPD) 

MPD 

D) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD) dc.gov> 

dc. ov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(7)(C) 1M  P D) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Wdc gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1@dc.gov4 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>;  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) P D) 

ov>; Adminbox, JSTACC (MPD) <istacc.adminbox@dc.gov>. 

(MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) bdc.gov>I (b)(6),  (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dcic.gov> 

Subject: Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) - Upcoming 

Activations - December 31, 2020 and January 6, 2021 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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(b)(6), • u sss d h s.gov>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wuscp.gov 

(DDOT) 

(UDW) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Usc p .gov> 

(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), 

1(UDW) 

Wwmata.com 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) DW) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wdc.gov>; 

Wamtrak.com  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wdc.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov) 

usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I  ( F E MS) 

(b)(6); pusss.dhs.gov>;_ 
@wmata.com>; 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ n ps .gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) nps.gov>; (b)(6); 
11,\/7\ir•\ 

(b)(6), W a mtra k.com  >; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Owmata.com> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (DPW) 

I  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1@dc.gov>; (b)(6); 
11,\I-mr•\ 

Wwmata.com (b)(6); wmata.corn ikv-Ivr\ (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @uscp.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  kWuscp.gov>; WF-Special-

 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) amtrak.com  Events@ic.fbi.gov <wf-special-events@ic.fbi.gov> 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Pamtrak.com>  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) kolps.gov  •  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  )nps.gov>; 

(USSS-UDW) I  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) u sss. d h s.gov>;1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) u scp.gov 
(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) puscp.gov>1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) npg_ov I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) nps.gov>; ,  

I  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 15D scp.gov  1  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  puscp.gov>1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) WFO) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) USSS-UDW b 6 b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov>I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Dfbi.gov>I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.gov (b)(6)  (b)(7)(C) )usss.dhs.gov>;  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • atf.:ov 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @atf.gov (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) U SC OV (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @uscp.gov>I  (b)(6), fbixoy  

1(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  1@fbi.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) usdo.  ov> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I( FEM S) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc.gov>.' (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (WFO) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wusss.dhs.gov;  

(MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) W dc.gov>; 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Wdc.gov>; 

11 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ) d c.gov>;  (b)(6), (b)(7)(c) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (MPD) 

(MPD) 

MPD) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) dc 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(MPD) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 1@dc.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

pdc.gov>( (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) M P D) 

dc ov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ( M P D) < 

PD) b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov>; 

Good afternoon, 

The Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) will be 
operational for two (2) upcoming events: 
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1. Thursday, December 31, 2020 at 2000 hours  for New Year's Eve activities throughout 

the District. It will remain activated until all events clear. 

2. Wednesday, January 6, 2021 at 0700 hours  for First Amendment demonstrations 

throughout the District. It will remain activated until all events clear. 

If you would like to have a representative for either (or both) of these JOCC activations, please 

reply directly to me providing the name and contact information for the representative, as well 

as the hours we should expect the representative to be in the JOCC. I will try my best to ensure 

that he or she has seating during the event. Please keep in mind that we are extremely limited 

in spacing due to the current health pandemic and the need to practice social distancing. 

Therefore, we are only allowing for one representative from an agency in the JOCC at a time. If 

you are no longer the point of contact for your agency, please reply and let me know who the 

point of contact should be. 

(b)(7)(E) 

Health/temperature screenings will be required upon entry into the JOCC. Additionally, face 

masks are required while inside of MPD facilities. While MPD will have some spare personal 

protective equipment (PPE) and cleaning materials on site, it is highly recommended that 

representatives bring their own. 

There will not be meals provided during the activation, so please ensure you bring all the 

personal food and beverage you require for your tour of duty. There are some vending 

machines in the building as well. Unfortunately, there will be no available refrigerators, so if 

needed please bring a small cooler if needed. There are some local restaurants that deliver to 

headquarters as well. 

There is wireless connectivity in the JOCC and it is an UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO/LES operating 

environment, so laptops, cell phones, and agency radios are authorized. If you do not have a 

laptop with a wireless connection, there are a limited number of DC government computers at 

some of the work stations that we can facilitate access through. Please let us know if this is the 

case ahead of time. 

As always, thank you for your continued support. 
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Respectfully, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Director 

Joint Strategic & Tactical Analysis Command Center 

Homeland Security Bureau 

Metropolitan Police Department 

Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  PID) 

Sent: Tue, 29 Dec 2020 17:15:43 -0500  

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PI D) (P1 D) 

Subject: FW: OSINT Threat Assessments 

Attachments: TA - Patriot Action for America (211223-045537).pdf, TA - Million MAGA March 

III (211223-045569).pdf 

Cleaning out email. You may (or more likely may not) find these useful. 

Duplicate previously referred to USPIS 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 



(PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
(PID); 
Subject: 

(PID) 
Tue, 29 Dec 2020 13:31:04 -0500 

(PID) 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); 
(1,1/71/r1 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(PID),  (PID); 
(PID) 

RE: Demonstration Activity - 1/06/21 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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Hi (b)(6), 
(b)(7)(C 

In reference to the demonstration activity planned for 01/06/21, and the need to staff the DCC, 
ATSAIC ,b/,?;  and I are available to support any shifts that need coverage. 

For reference, the remaining FAB Agents are assigned as follows: 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6), 
11111711r1 

(b)(6), 
(b)(71( 

PDL 
Quarantine Telework 

(b)(6),  Classified Books 
Classified Books 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); 

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)(C) 

FM LA 
Off-site liaison 
CPAG 

Please ping me if you have any questions or need anything else. 

Regards, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Assistant Special Agent in Charge 
U.S. Secret Service 
Protective Intelligence & Assessment Division 
Foreign Assessment & Counterterrorism Branch 
M: 
D: 
Secure: • dhs.ic ov 

**NOTE: The information contained in this transmission, including attachments, is privileged and 
confidential. It is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this 
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copy of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify me immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete all copies of this message and all 
attachments. 



(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

(PID  

(P1D) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) pusss.dhs.gov>  
usss.dhs.gov>; EOBPDL <E0BPDL@usss.dhs.gov> 

@usss.dhs.gov>; 

PID) [ (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

usss.dhs.gov>  

usss.dhs.gov>; 

cb)c6)i 

@usss.dhs.gov>; 

(PID) 

(b)(6), 
(b)(71(C) 

usss.dhs.gov> 

I(P1D) nb)(6), (b)(7)(C) i@usss.dhs.gov>;  VINCENT TUTONI (CM R) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

CC (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  (PID) < (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) • usss.dhs.gov>, 
1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

6usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Subject: Demonstration Activity - 1/06/21 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), • usss.dhs.gov>; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) 
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From (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov> 

Sent: Monday, December 28, 2020 5:53  PM 

To (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) <(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) eusss.dhs.gov> 

Everyone, 

On 1/06/21, there is another planned Million MAGA March. Additionally, there are numerous other 

groups intending to host demonstrations in Washington, DC. PID is currently tracking 20 groups hosting 

various demonstrations, predominately election related. Demonstrations are currently expected in 

Freedom Plaza, Capitol Hill, and the National Mall. At this time, there are no indications of civil 

disobedience. Participation numbers for several groups are currently low, while others are unknown at 

this time. The PDLs and OSB personnel will continue to update information on the groups planning to 

attend, as well as the anticipated attendance numbers. 

PID will take a similar posture to our response to the previous Million MAGA Marches. All sections 

should identify personnel to man the Director's Crisis Center during both the dayshift and evening shift. 

Each section should provide PID Ops with the names of the personnel assigned and their scheduled 

hours for the DCC coverage. 

Please contact OPS with any questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) 

Sent: Wed, 30 Dec 2020 07:28:15 -0500 

To: OSU-ONDUTY;OSU-ALL;PIDSpecialProjects;idops 

Cc: EOBPDL 

Subject: Daily Demonstration Report - December 30, 2020 

Attachments: Demonstration Report for December 30 2020.docx 

Good Morning, 

The MPD Daily Demonstration Report - December 30, 2020, is attached. 

Respectfully, 

SA 
USSS / PID / PDL 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (cell) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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Homeland Security Bureau 
JSTACC Division 

Intelligence Branch 

(Special Note): Information regarding First Amendment assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. 
The below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Updated 
information and events acquired since the last report will be designated in Red. 

Wednesday, December 30, thru Sunday. January 31, 2021: 

• 50 Days of Blessing/Women for a Great America — 11/19/2020 thru 01/31/2021 
o Time: Daily 
o Location: Lafayette Park 
o Purpose: Pray for a Peaceful Election 
o Participants: (50) listed on the permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

Wednesday, December 30, thru March 17, 2021:  

• David's Tent USA, Inc — 11/18/2020 thru 03/17/2021 
o Time: Daily 
o Location: National Mall 
o Purpose: Prayer Vigil 
o Participants: (1,000) listed on the permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

Saturday, January 2, 2021: 

• Srilankans United — 01/02/2021 
o Time: 1100 to 1500 hours 
o Location: The Ellipse 
o Purpose: Protest against forced cremation of COVID 19 Muslim and Christian victims in Sri 

Lanka 
o Participants: (300) listed on permit application/(10) committed / (6) interested per social media 
o Source: National Park Service / https://www.facebook.comievents/1634293063409964  

Sunday, January 3, 2021: 

• (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/03/2021 
o Time: 0600 to 1000 hours 
o Location: East Capitol Front 
o Purpose: Pray for the Nation 
o Participants: (50) listed on permit application 
o Source: U.S. Capitol Police 

• Action 4 Assange — 01/03/2021 
o Time: 1100 to 1700 hours 
o Location: British Embassy (3100 Massachusetts Avenue NW) 

Page 1 of 10 
December 30, 2020 
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o Purpose: Protest to show support for Julian Assange and demand his acquittal 
o Participants: (2) committed / (7) interested; (5-20) listed on permit application 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/2797725100478255 / MPD-SOD 

Monday, January 4, 2021:  

• Action 4 Assange — 01/04/2021 
o Time: 0000 to 0600 hours 
o Location: British Embassy (3100 Massachusetts Avenue NW) 
o Purpose: Protest to show support for Julian Assange and demand his acquittal 
o Participants: (5-20) listed on permit application 
o Source: MPD-SOD 

• Action 4 Assange — 01/04/2021 
o Time: 1100 to 1700 hours 
o Location: U.S. Department of Justice (950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW) / 10th Street sidewalk 
o Purpose: Protest to show support for Julian Assange and demand his acquittal 
o Participants: (2) committed / (7) interested; (5-20) listed on permit application 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/2797725100478255 / MPD-SOD 

Tuesday, January 5, throu2h Wednesday, .1anuan 6, 2021:  

• The Silent Majority — 01/05/2021 — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 1000 to 1700 hours 
o Location: National Mall at 13th Street 
o Purpose: Demonstration/march to support First Amendment rights 
o Participants: (500) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

• Washington, DC 5th-6th Trip (New Jersey Patriot Events) —01/05/2021 — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 01/05/2021, 2200 hours to 01/06/2021 (unknown end time) 
o Location: New Jersey to the National Mall 
o Purpose: First Amendment demonstration to support President Trump 
o Participants: (24) committed / (72) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/841404569950788  

Wednesday. January 6, 2021: 

• We The People Need Transparency — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 0100 hours 
o Location: U.S. Capitol (U.S. Senate side) 
o Purpose: Protest to demand a fair election 
o Participants: (1) committed / (5) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook. com/events/181412023695253  

• Canton/Akron Protest Bus Transportation 
o Time: 0400 to 2345 hours 
o Location: Canton & Akron, OH, to U.S. Capitol 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/06/2021 

Page 2 of 10 
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o Purpose: First Amendment demonstration to protest election results 
o Participants: (38) committed / (157) interested 
o Source: https://vvvvvv.facebook.com/events (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

• Wild Protest for Donald Trump (The Republican Mandate) — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 0700 hours 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: First Amendment demonstration to show support for Donald Trump 
o Participants: (0) committed / (4) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/797235694466463/ 

• March on Congress — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 0700 hours 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: Rally to show support for Donald Trump and protest the election results 
o Participants: (745) committed / (4,300) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/108213707759820  

• Million MAGA March, March for Trump, Stop the Steal (NJ Patriots 
01/06/2021 
o Time: 0700 hours 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: Million MAGA March, March for Trump, Stop the Steal 
o Participants: (578) committed / (1,900) interested  
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I 

• Trumps MAGA Rally Stop the Steal 
Time: 0800 to 2355 hours 
Location: Washington, DC 
Purpose: Protest to expose presidential election fraud 
Participants: (4) committed / (18) interested 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/06/2021 

o Source: https://www.facebook.com1event  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

• Southern MD Stop the Steal MAGA March 
o Time: 0800 hours 
o Location: National Mall 
o Purpose: Protest to support President Trump and stop the steal 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

o Participants: (10) committed / (26) interered 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/event (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) 

• ACActual Reality Report— 01/06/2021 
o Time: 0900 hours 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: Fight for Trump Washington, DC 
o Participants: (0) committed / (4) interested 
o Source: https://vvvvvv.facebook.com/events/222688239238339/ 

Page 3 of 10 
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• Rally for Trump Virtually — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 0900 hours 
o Location: Freedom Plaza 
o Purpose: To livestream the Trump Rally virtually so everyone can watch 
o Participants: (171) committed / (405) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/2848377805480133/ 

• Fight for President Trump and Your Rights 
o Time: 0900 hours 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: Rally to support President Trump 
o Participants: (1) committed / (1) interested 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/06/2021 

o Source: https://www.facebook.com/event (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

• March for Trump (Prime Time Patriots) — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 0900 to 1800 hours 
o Location: 213 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE 
o Purpose: Rally to support President Trump 
o Participants: (47) committed / (291) interested 
o Source: https://wvvvv.facebook.com/events/302443127877496/ 

• Women for America First (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 0900 to 1900 hours 
o Location: The Ellipse/Freedom Plaza 
o Purpose: First Amendment Rally 
o Participants: (5,000) listed on permit application for each location 
o Source: National Park Service 

— 01/06/2021 
o III to 1400 hours 
o Location: Freedom Plaza/Lincoln Memorial 
o Purpose: First Amendment Rally 
o Participants: (15,000) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

• Women for America First— 01/06/2021 
o Time: 1000 to 1400 hours 
o Location: Assemble at Freedom Plaza and proceed to the U.S. Capitol 
o Purpose: First Amendment March 
o Participants: (50) listed on permit application 
o Source: MPD-SOD 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

• Protest the Election (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I — 01/06/2021 
Time: 1000 hours 
Location: National Mall 
Purpose: Protest the presidential election results 
Participants: (1) committed / (4) interested 

o Source: https://www.facebook.com/everth (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 
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• Trump Rally (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/06/2021 

o Time: 1001 to 711 ours 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: Trump rally to support President Trump as electoral votes are counted 
o Participants: (13) committed / (16) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/event (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

• Patriot Party andl — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 1200 hours  
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: Patriots United March on Congress 
o Participants: (104) committed / (650) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/event (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

• Donald, You're Fired! March on DC (I Agree With The Message) — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 1200 to 1500 hours 
o Location: U.S. Capitol to the White House 
o Purpose: Donald, You're Fired! March on DC 
o Participants: (3) committed / (17) interested 
o Source: haps ://www facebook. com/events/367108367838395  

• Stop the Steal March #Be There — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 1200 hours 
o Location: Capitol Hill 
o Purpose: Protest election fraud and support America 
o Participants: (171) committed / (697) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/858844588224133  

• Election Fraud and Electoral College Protest (Eat Pray Kill) — 01/06/2021 
o Time: 1200 hours 
o Location: National Mall 
o Purpose: Protest the Electoral College and support Congressman Mark Goetz 
o Participants: (0) committed / (7) interested 
o Source: https://vvww.facebook.com/events/2889065648017981  

Wednesday, January 6, through Thursday, January 7,2021:  

• Patriot Protest March (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I — 01/06/2021 — 01/07/2021 
o Time: 01/06/2021, C.9130 — 01/07/202 , 1200 hours 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: March to protest election fraud, tyranny, and corrupt politicians 
o Participants: (1) committed / (4) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events1 (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

Tuesday, January 12, 2021: 

• Right to Believe — 01/12/2021 
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o Time: 0900 — 1000 hours 
o Location: D.C. Superior Court (500 Indiana Avenue NW) 
o Purpose: Protest recent court rulings by D.C. judges 
o Participants: (25) listed on permit application 
o Source: MPD-SOD 

Sunday, January 17, and Thursday, January 21, 2021:  

• 2021 KOLAM — 1/17/2021 — 01/21/2021 
o Time: 0900 to 1700 hours 
o Location: Washington Monument, Freedom Plaza, Lafayette Park, Ellipse 
o Purpose: Inauguration KOLAM Art Installation 
o Participants: (4) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

Monday, January 18, 2021:  

• National Action Network — 1/18/2021 
o Time: 0400 to 1300 hours 
o Location: MLK Memorial 
o Purpose: Demo to honor Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
o Participants: (30) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

Monday, January 18, and Tuesday, January 19, 2021:  

• New Federal State of China— 1/18/2021 — 01/19/2021 
o Time: Daily 
o Location: Washington Monument, Freedom Plaza, Lafayette Park 
o Purpose: Support and Celebrate the Presidential Inauguration 
o Participants: (500) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

Tuesday, January 19, 2021:  

• Freedom March for Trump — 1/19/2021 
o Time: 0800 hours 
o Location: Washington Monument 
o Purpose: Freedom march for Trump 
o Participants: (11) committed / (36) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.cornievents/2788307491458381/ 

Wednesday, January 20, 2021:  

• (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 01/20/2021 

   

o Time: TBD 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: Oppose the Million Militia March 
o Participants: Unknown 
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o Source: httDs://twitter.com (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) [status (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) photo/1 

• 

  

DC 

— 01/20/2021 

 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

o 
o 

Time: 0500 hours 
Location: Washington, 

 

o Purpose: 70 Million Man March to stop the Biden Inauguration 

 

o Participants: (59) committed / (485) interested 

 

o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

  

• Reform America dba Created Equal — 01/20/2021 
o Time: 0530 to 1800 hours 
o Location: Southwest corner of U.S. Navy Memorial, 701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
o Purpose: First Amendment pro-life display 
o Participants: (20) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

• #Disrupt J20 (No Justice, No Pride) — 01/20/2021 
o Time: 0900 hours 
o Location: TBD 
o Purpose: First Amendment demonstration 
o Participants: (29) committed / (158) interested 
o Source: https ://www .facebook. com/events/583495772257162/ 

• (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/20/2021 
Time: 1100 hours 
Location: U.S. Capitol 
Purpose: Yellow Vest Protest #Shutdown Brunch 
Participants: (40) committed / (197) interested 

• 

o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/20/2021 
o Time: 1100 hours 
o Location: U.S. Capitol 
o Purpose: Trump Appreciation Day 2021 
o Participants: (3) committed / (26) interest  r" 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

• MAGADay — 01/20/2021 
o Time: 1159 hours 
o Location: U.S. Capitol 
o Purpose: MAGADay/Oppose Biden Inauguration 
o Participants: (0) committed / (1) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/ 

• Yugest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)! — 01/20/2021 
o Time: 1200 to 1500 hours 
o Location: Freedom Plaza 
o Purpose: Celebration for President Trump 
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o Participants: (42) committed / (301) interested 
o Source: https://wwvv.facebook.com/events/367820870968982/ 

• Black Lives Matter Minnesota/Communities United Against Police Brutality — 01/20/2021 
o Time: 1200 to 1500 hours 
o Location: Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW 
o Purpose: Inauguration Day Reparations & Police Accountability Day 
o Participants: (21) committed / (90) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/672791106766870/  

• (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/20/2021 
Time: 1200 hours 
Location: TBD 
Purpose: To celebrate President Trump's 2021 Inauguration 
Participants: (75) committed / (305) interested 

• 

o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

 

01/20/2021 

  

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

   

Inaugural 
o 
o 

otime; iuu nours 
Location: U.S. Capitol 
Purpose: Trump Supporter 

 

o Participants: (5) committed / (39) interested 

  

o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

Thursday. January 21, 2021: 

• 2 Million Bikers 2 DC — 01/21/2021 
o Time: 0900 to 1200 hours 
o Location: National Mall 
o Purpose: Support President Trump 
o Participants: (40) committed / (188) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/1702939843105133/ 

• Trump's Eviction Watch Party — 01/21/2021 
o Time: 0900 hours 
o Location: White House 
o Purpose: Trump's Eviction Watch Party 
o Participants: (177) committed / (370) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/362339474872322/ 

• Black Pact — 01/21/2021 
o Time: 1000 to 1700 hours 
o Location: Assemble at MLK Jr. Memorial for rally, then march to Lincoln Memorial 
• Purpose: Draw awareness to systemic racism and police brutality 
o Participants: (5,000) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 
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Saturday, January 23, 2021:  

• People Demand Action — 01/23/2021 
o Time: 1200 to 1500 hours 
o Location: Lincoln Memorial 
o Purpose: National March for Black Lives 
o Participants: (24) committed / (158) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/836926233723471/ 

• March Against the Party of the Coastal Elites ( (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 01/23/2020 
o Time: 1200 to 1600 hours 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: First Amendment event to support conservatives and Donald Trump 
o Participants: (9) committed / (79) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

• Women for America First — 01/23/2020 (This permit has been withdrawn by organizer) 
o Time: 1200 to 1700 hours 
o Location: Freedom Plaza, Lincoln Memorial 
o Purpose: First Amendment rally to support President Trump 
o Participants: (5,000) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

Thursday, January 28, thronli Sunday, January 31, 2021:  

• STL Pro-Life Future — 01/23/2021 
o Time: 1/28/2021 1600 hours — 1/31/2021 1200 hours 
o Location: TBD 
o Purpose: March for Life 2021 - Provide support for the unborn and advocate for pro-life cause 
o Participants: (13) committed / (47) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/  

Friday, January 29, 2021:  

• March for Life Educational and Defense Fund — 01/29/2020 
o Time: 0700 hours 
o Location: Washington Monument and National Mall 
o Purpose: March for Life 
o Participants: (50,000) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

• Orthodox March for Life — 01/29/2021 
o Time: 0830 to 1500 hours 
o Location: Washington, DC 
o Purpose: Orthodox Christians Marching Together at March for Life 2021 
o Participants: (66) committed / (376) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/517683142192909/ 

Page 9 of 10 
December 30, 2020 
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• Reform America dba Created Equal — 01/29/2020 
o Time: 0900 hours 
o Location: Meade Statue (333 Constitution Avenue NW) / John Marshall Park 
o Purpose: Pro-life display 
o Participants: (25) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

• Center for Bio-Ethical Reforms — 01/29/2020 
o Time: 0700 hours 
o Location: Washington Monument and National Mall 
o Purpose: Pro-life display 
o Participants: (25) listed on permit application 
o Source: National Park Service 

• March for Life — 01/29/2021 
o Time: 1100 to 1600 hours 
o Location: National Mall 
o Purpose: March for Life 2021 
o Participants: (571) committed / (1,300) interested 
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/1002688566830861/ 

Page 10 of 10 
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From: 
Sent: 
To:  
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

Subject: 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

Wed, 30 Dec 2020 11:47:12 -0500 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

RE: Demonstration Info 
P1D) 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

  

(U DO) (b)(6); 

  

usss.dhs.gov> (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

@usss.dhs.gov> 
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(b)(6); 
(b)(7)(C) 

This is what's in my notes... 

• WEDNESDAY, 1/6/21 
o On Wednesday, Congress will vote to certify the electoral college results 
o Currently, there are approximately fifty (50) different groups that have indicated they will demonstrate in 
Washington, DC next week. A few start Tuesday with the bulk occurring on Wednesday, 1/6 
o POTUS has Tweeted ab this calling it a "Big Protest" 
o Total # - 3,200 
O Vast majority are in support of POTUS 
O Three groups RID 
• Proud Boys 
• Refuse Fascism 
• They Them Collective/DC Your Liberation — Counter to Proud Boys 
o White House —2 (not significant in size or CD) 
o National Mall 
o U.S. Capitol - MAJORITY 
o Washington Monument 
o MillionMagaMarch.US 
D Two previous demonstrations (Nov/Dec) that draw large groups of some minor reports of violent activity — 
nothing that touched our equities 
o 1,000 have indicated attending on webs ite 
o No mention of CD 
o OSB will have a product available on Monday, 1/4/21 leading up to this demonstration 

I also have a spreadsheet that has them all logged if he really wants to get in the weeds... 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

U.S. Secret Service 
Protective Intelligence & Assessment 
Division 

Original Message 
From: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 1(PID) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) busss.dhs.gov> 
Sent:  Wednesday, December  30, 2020  11:17 AM  
Tol (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) I (UDO) I  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  

L_ .(b)(6): (b)(7)(C) Musss.dhs.gov>  
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (PID) < (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

Subject: RE: Demonstration Info 

Hey Sgt, I have cc'ed (b)(6); 
(b)(7)(C) 

on this since he is doing the brief tomorrow he can give you the latest and greatest. 

(b)(6); 
(b)(7)(C) 
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Original Message 
From (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (UDO) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) usss.dhs.goy> 

Sent:  Wednesday, December 30, 2020 10:57 AM  
To: (b)(6); (b  (7)(C) ND) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) kusss.dhs.gov> 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) gusss.ans.goy> 

Subject: Demonstration Info 

and 
(b)(6); 

(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6); 
thInv 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

Would you guys mind providing me with the most current demonstration information for the 6th? The Chief's 
office would like this information with the updated numbers as well. I know that it is going to get briefed tomorrow 
as well but if you have that information today as well, that would be great. Thanks in advance and hope that all is 
well. 

(b)(6); 
(b)(7)(C) 

Sent from my 'Phone 
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From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) PID) 

Sent: Wed, 30 Dec 2020 12:37:10 -0500 

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (PID) 

Subject: reviewed doc 

Attachments: PID Briefing Document - Wild Protest Jan 06 2021_SH.docx 

Here you go! 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Supervisory Protective Intelligence Research Specialist 

U.S. Secret Service 

Protective Intelligence & Assessment Division 

Open Source Intelligence Branch 

Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 



Presrdent Trump wa organized4n-Washingt-onDC-,Offieial-nurnbers 

officers, and eight individuals, including two officers, were taken to the hospital with non life threatening 
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U.S. Secret Service 
Protective Intelligence & Assessment Division 

 

December 29, 2020 

Protective Intelligence Brief 

Wild Protest 

Background 

Since the 2020 election, demonstrations have been organized nationwide advocating for President Trump 

and speaking out against the election results. On4s4ovenaber 14, 2020In November 2020, a EARSOftitifft-Of 

i}rivate-oitizens-and-pro-Trump groups hosted a dernonstrationgathering in Washington, DC, which 

resulted in an estimated 11,000 gathered  participants at Freedom Plaza, who marched to the Capitol and 

Supreme Court, and in December 2020, another pro-Trump gathering in Washington, DC, resulted in 

approximately 20,000 participants.  During each event, counter protests occurred, resulting in altercations 

and arrests. In both events combined, ten MPD police officers were assaulted, sustaining non-life 

threatening injuries. eup of counter protetcr also gathered to protest the march, and there were 

reported altercations between the Pro Trump and Anti Trump demontrator.MRD-reporteci-2-1-arrests 

and four officers who received non life threatening injuries during the day's cvent. For additional 

information, please refer to the PID After Action Talking Points the Million MAGA March After Action Nov 

16 2020.pdf (dhs.gov). 

Commented ISHII: Where were they primarily? I don't 
recall. I'm basically looking for the sentence structures to 
match. 

Commented [SH2]: We should figure out if an after-
action was done following the March for Trump in 
December. If so, I would reference that instead or both, and 
we need to add the hyperlink(s). 
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MARCHfOr 

E71 TRUMP 
JANUARY 6TH 

WASHINGTON, DC 
THE PRESIDENT IS CALLING ONUS TO COPAE 

BACK TO WASHINGTON ON JANUARY 6TH 
FOR A BIG PROTEST BE THERE, WILL BR WILD' 

koC•-.0••• run tv,..0.• 
SMARCHFORTRVMP 

TRUMPMARCH.COM 
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following thc December 12, 2020 demonstrations, 

ilndividuals have continued to speak out against the 

2020 Presidential presidential  Election election 

results and Various President pro-Trump 

supporters have began begun to  organizeiog 

another large scale demonstration to occur on 

January 6, 2021, the day Congress is scheduled to 

certify the Electoral College vote for President-elect 

Joe Biden. As momentum for the demonstrations 

increased, President Trump tweeted on December 

19, 2020t0 encouragei-og his supporters to come to DC and protest, claiming  writing,  "Be there, will be 

wild!" Individuals chose this tagline for the upcoming protest, naming it the "Wild Protest." a-Rel-tThe 

hashtag #WildProtest has been widely used  to discuss and promote the event. President Trump tweeted 

again on December 27, 2020, promoting the protest. As of December 29, 2020, social media indicated 

3,271 participants planning on to attendifig, and an additional 10,707 are interested. 

Organizers 

Stop The Steal (NRID), Million MAGA March (NRID), Women for America First (NRID), March for Trump 

(NRID), and other pro-Trump groups, along with private citizens, have promoted event pages for the 

event. 

Stop The Steal is a loosely organized group;  which emerged on November 7, 2020, with the belief the 

election is being stolen from President Trump due to election fraud. The group began organizing 

demonstrations nationwide called "Stop The Steal." According to the website, invited speakers and 

featured guests for the January 6, 2021 event  include Rep. Paul Gosar, Ali Alexander, Roger Stone, Rep-

Elect Marjorie Greene, Rep. Lance Gooden, Rep-Elect Lauren Boebert, State Rep. Vernon Jones, State Rep. 

Mark Finchem, State Sen. Doug Mastriano, State Rep. Anthony Kern, and several others. One 

spokesperson from Stop The Steal, Ali Alexander (NRID), has encouraged followers to bring tents, sleeping 

bags, food, and water. Alexander claimed, "if DC escalates...so do we. Do not wear a mask. Stand with 

others bullied by staff." Twitter removed this tweet as it violated the spread of COVID-19 harmful 

information. 

Proud Boys is a right-wing group founded in 20167  by Gavin McInnes as a "pro-Western fraternal 

organization." They are of record with USSS for demonstration activity since 2017; no civil disobedience 

or arrests were recorded. For more information on the Proud Boys, please see the Protective Intelligence 

Brief Proud Boys Talking Points. 

Hotel Harrington, an alleged hangout/hotel for the Proud Boys, made a statement on December 28, 2020, 

announcing their closing closure  from January 4-6, 2021, Ouring411e-pr-otests-for "safety of visitors and 

employees." According to news media, four individuals were stabbed outside the Hotel-hotel during the 

protests on December 12, 2020, when Proud Boys members  clashed with counter protesters. Proud Boys' 

2 
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' Commented [SH3]: This section is to explain who the 
primary organizers are and to provide their 

background/history with the Service. Short paragraphs are 

needed for MMM, Women for America First, and March for 

Trump. 

Also, you left the Proud Boys description, but they are not 

listed in the group of organizers. Are they organizers of this 

event? If so, add them to this intro list. If not, remove their 

description below, and move the HH info to their paragraph 

in the call to protest section. 



Cottage Gme912 Protect 
CG912Pro,c, 

What are you going to be doing on January 6th at 
NOON #WeAreTheStorm #1776Rebel #OccupyCapitols 

Operation Occupy The Capitol 
Taking back our country from corrupt politicians 

6th, 2021 
AIM States 

12109pm •-

 

1776 

.70 de Aro* au. Olt veill#4 .444-u 4 
6416664 ae eao.oramtua 4t to areetier". 

.1..444464 

"Mat itWeAre 

orr.: 

#OccupyCapitols 

Commented [51-141: How many likes or re-posts did this 
post get? i.e., can we gauge the likelihood of this by the 
response to Alexander's post?  
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self-proclaimed Chairmanchairman Enrique Tarrio (NRID), made a statement on Parler regarding the 

closing of Hotel Harrington, claiming the Proud Boys outgrew the hotel and were planning on protesting 

during that time and staying at various locations. 

Call to Protest 

On January 6, 2021, a consortium of private citizens and pro-Trump groups reportedly will host the Wild 

Protest in Washington, DC. The groups intend to demonstrate in support of President Trump and speak 

out against the pending  2020 election results. Numerous groups have claimed to be protesting at the US 

Capitol, with few-other groups staying  protesting  at the White House. 

#WeAreTheStorm, #1176Rebel, #OccupyCapitols have 

gained attention as the protest on January 6, 2021, 

approaches. With the argument that individuals were 

able to occupy other areas, including Black Lives Matter 

Plaza;  and the Capitol Hill Organized Protest/Capitol Hill 

Autonomous Zone, President Trump supporters have 

proposed a movement to Occupy  occupy  Capitol Hill. 

This movement is supported by Ali Alexander's post 

regarding bringing tents, food, sleeping bags, and water. 

Individuals who cannot come to Washington, DC, are 

encouraged to occupy their local CapitoLcapitols. The 

quote featured on the flyer is from Abraham Lincoln, 

"We the people are the rightful masters of both 

Congress and the courts, not to overthrow the 

Constitution, but to overthrow the men who prevent the 

Constitution." 

From January 5, 2021, at 6:00 AM, to January 7, 2021, at 4:30 PM, the individual (b)(6); 

(NRID) will host a demonstration called "BTT heads to Washington DC for Trump Victory Rally" 

at the White House. The purpose of this event is to "rally for a Trump Victory." There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 7 people are going, and 25 are interested. 

From January 5, 2021, at 10:00 AM, to January 6, 2021,at 08:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), 

(NRID) will host a demonstration called "March on Congress Caravan" at 1" St SE, Washington, 

DC. The purpose of the event is to caravan to Washington, DC, from Florida, and support the 

United Stateds and free and fair elections. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According 

to Facebook, 4 person people  is-are going, and 2 are interested. 

(b)(6); On January 5, 2021, at 10:00 PM, the individual NRID) and the group New Jersey thlaltr.1 
Patriot Events (NRID) will host a demonstration ca e Washington DC 5th - 61h Trip" at the 

National Mall. The purpose of the event is to support President Trump. There is no indication of 

civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 66 people are going, and 196 are interested. 

3 
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(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); (NRID) and (b)(6) 

   

On January 6, 2021, at an unknown time, Proud Boys (RID) will host an unnamed demonstration 

in Washington, DC. The purpose of this demonstration is to join the other  pro-Trump 

demonstrations. There was no indication of civil disobedience. The group advised they will not 

wear their traditional black and yellow attire, and will dress "incognito." The group self-reported 

plans to demonstrate in smaller groups throughout DC. Current numbers of planned participants 

was-were  not indicated, but the group stated they will "turn out in record numbers." 

On January 6,2021, at an unknown time, the group The First Heavy Metal Church of Christ (NRID) 
will host an event called, "Patriots Part 2020 in D.C." in Washington, DC. The group plans to leave 

on 01/05/21 and  caravan to DC, stay at the Grand Hyatt, and protest all day-on-0-1/06/-24. The 

purpose of the event is to show support for the Natioonation. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going, and 38 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 1:00 AM, the individual  th1/71/r1  NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "We the people need transparency!" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to 

"show up outside the senate in support of demanding our election is proven to be fair." There is 

no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 6 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 1:00 AM to 12:55_AM, the individua  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)  NRID) and group 

Patriot Party of America (The Peoples Party) (NRID) will host a demonstration called "Million 
MAGA Strong" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President 

Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 people are going, 

and 14 are interested. 

-On January 6, 2021, from 4:00 AM to 11:45_PM, the individual [NRID) - will host a thlt7 r 
demonstration called "CANTON/AKRON ELECTION PROTEST BUS TRANSPORTATION (SOLD 
OUT)" at the US Capitol. The group plans on leaving Canton, OH, and demonstrating in 

Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 58 people are going, and 177 are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 5:30 AM, the individuals (WO): (NRID) and 
(NRID) - will host a demonstration called "Jan 6th DC MAGA/KAG March-leaving from 
Fayetteville, NC" at the US Capitol. The group plans on leaVift-Vafiet/5-ptaces-in-NeFt4I-Gefoline 

anel-afFivearg in Washington, DC, at 10 AM. The purpose of the demonstration is to support 

President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 10 people 

are going, and 27 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 6:00 AM, the individuals NRID) and 
(NRID) will host a demonstration called "#StopTheSteal Rally for America —Bus trip" in 

Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to petition Congress to follow the 

constitution and the will of the people. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to 

Facebook, 16 people are going, and 23 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 6:00 AM to 11:00 PM, the individuals 
(b)(6), NRID) will host a demonstration called "Fight for Trump van from Winston Salem 

NC to DC" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President Trump. 

4 
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There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 20 people are going, and 81 
are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 7:00 AM, American Conservatism (NRID) will host a demonstration at the 

LI:S: Capitol called "March on Congress." The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out 

against election fraud and in support of President Trump. There was no indication of civil 

disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 581 people  are going and 3.8K are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 7:00 AM, the group The Republican Mandate (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "Wild Protest for Donald Trump" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the 

event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication 

of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 53 per-son-people  are going, and 79 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 07:00 AM, the group RI Warriors for Trump (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "TRUMP RALLY DC" in Washington DC. Specific The specific  location has 

not yet-been released. The purpose of the event is to "demand transparency and protect election 

integrity." There is no indication of civil disobedience. Post permissions for the group's discussion 

section have been turned off. According to Facebook, 8 people are going, and 10 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, the group Trumpaign (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "March on Congress" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to 

demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 13 people are going, and 44 are interested. 

' Commented [SH51: Therefore...??? We should explain to 
the readers what this means.  

Commented [SH6]: ditto 

On January 6, 2021, from 07:00 AM to 09:00 PM, the individua  (bO); (b)(7)(C)  (NRID) will host 

a demonstration called "Support Trump MAGA...." in Washington 1),C. The sSpecific location has 

not yet-been released. The purpose of the event is to show support for President Trump. There is 

no indication of civil disobedience. Post permissions for the group's discussion section have been 

turned off. According to Facebook, 1  person is  going and 1 is interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 7:00 AM to 11:55 PM, the individua (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) l(NRID) 
and the group Focus on Forsyth Country G-aGA will host a demonstration called "MAK H FOR 
TRUMP" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President Trump. 

There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 people are going, and 18 are 

interested. 

(b)(6); t 800 AM, the individuals (NRID) (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) . NRID), and Ih11711 r 1 

NRID) will host a demonstration called "March to D.C., Be There, Will Be 
a e pi ol. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President Trump. There 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 45 people are going, and 121 are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "Southern MD Stop the Steal MAGA March" at the National Mall. The 

purpose of this event is to support President Trump and not allow the liberals to steal the election. 

There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 13 people are going, and 33 
are interested. 
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On January 6, 2021, from 8:00 AM to 11:55 PM, the individua (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) NRID) will 

host a demonstration called "Trumps MAGA rally stop the steal" in Washington, DC. The purpose 

of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 35 people are going, and 77 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM, Frederick County Conservative Club (NRID) will 

host a demonstration in Washington, DC, called "Million MAGA March." The purpose of this 

demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group plans on arriving at Freedom 

Plaza from Frederick, MD, at 9:00 AM, and departing DC at 3:30 PM. There was-is no indication of 

civil disobedience. According to  Facebook, currently indicates  40 people  are going, and 122 are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the group ACActual Reality Report (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "Fight for Trump Washington, D.C." The purpose of the demonstration is 

"President Trump invites you to Washington DC for a Wild Time (aka) Fight for your country."7 

There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, eur-rently-imikates-8 people 

are going, and 27 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the individua (NRID) and group usTheSilent No thlt71(r.1 
MORE us (NRID) will host a demonstration called "FIGHT FOR PRESIDENT TRUMP & YOUR 
RIGHTS" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump and 

let others know the people will not tolerate a fraudulent election. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 2 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 9:00 AM to 06:00 PM, the group Prime Time Patriots (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "MARCH FOR TRUMP" in 213 Pennsylvania Ave SE, Washington, DC. The 

purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 47 people are going, and 295 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the individua  (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Stand For Trump January 6th" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to 

support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 4 

people are going, and 6 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the group We Are Washington Page (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "WA Patriots going to DC for the Million MAGA March on Jan V!" in 

Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 27 people are going, and 42 are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) NRID) will 

host a demonstration called "Calling all Patriots! We have been called to DC to the Nation's 
Capital for a Peaceful protest to save #America #StopTheSteal" in Washington, DC. The purpose 

of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 17 people are going, and 24 are interested. 

(NRID) will host a demonstration called "Patriot Protest March" in Washington, e purpose 

[Commented [SH7]: is this second "us" really there? 
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of the event is to "protest the election fraud, tyranny and corrupt politicians." There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2  people  are going, and 6 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the individua (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Fight for Freedom Rally/Protest" at the u api o purpose of the event is to "protest 

against corruption, demanding transparent elections where our leaders are elected, not 

selected." There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 person  if,ople are 

going, and 5 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, the individua RID) will host a demonstration 

called "Patriot Gathering" in Washington, DC e purpose o he event is to "join together on 

this day. In support of our election." There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to 

Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. 

National Mall called "President Trump's Calling on Patriots to Protest in Washington D.C. 
January 6th @ the National Mall." The purpose of this demonstration is to join the pro-Trump 

demonstrations as a contingency from Texas. There was no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to  Facebook currently  indicates  66 people  are going, and 78 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, the individual (bO); (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "Trump Rally Jan 6" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to 

"come to DC Jan 6 when Congress counts electoral votes and objections are raised." There is no 

indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 38 peopletsen  is-are going, and 75 are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, Stop the Steal (NRID) will host a demonstration 

at the U,S, Capitol called "Wild Protest." The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against 

the 2020 Presidential presidential  Election election  results. There was-is no indication of civil 

disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was-is unavailable at this time. 

On January 6, 2021, at 10:00 AM, the group Scranton Tea Party (NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Trump Washington Event" at the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to 

support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 8 
people are going, and 36 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 10:00 AM, the individual  (bO); (b)(7)(r--)  (NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "COVID+ Freedom March" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to 

support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 110 
people are going, and 196 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 10:00 AM, the individual (bO); NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Protest for Trump on Jan 6" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to 

support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 
people are going, and 2 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 11:00 AM, the individuals (bO); (NRID) and (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) 
will host a demonstration called "Fight for Trump" at the US Capitol. The purpose of the 

7 
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On January 6, 2021, at 9:00 AM, private citizen (NRID) will host a demonstration at the 
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demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 6 people are going, and 12 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 11:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a 

demonstration called "Stop The Steal Jan 6 Capitol 111" at First St NE, Washington, DC. The 

purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to Facebook, 291 people are going, and 2.3K are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group Eat Pray Kill (NRID) will host a demonstration called 

"Election Fraud and Electoral College Protest" at First St NE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the 

demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 8 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group Fight for Freedom and Trump Rally (NRID) will host 

a demonstration called "Fight For Freedom Trump Rally" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the 

demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 4 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group Washington State March for Trump in DC 01/06/2020 
(NRID) will host a demonstration called "MARCH FOR TRUMP" in Washington DX. The Spec-44e 

specific  location has not yet-been released. The purpose of the event is to show support for 

President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, there are 0 
going, and 0 interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the group New Jersey Patriots Event Page (NRID) and the 

individua (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 1NRID) will host a demonstration called "Million MAGA March, 
March for Trump, StopTheSteal,", -The purpose of the demonstration is "President Trump has 

called for all of his supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6th - This will be the biggest 

protest in American History. -The time to take a stand is now!" -There is no indication of civil 

disobedience. According to  Facebook, eurcently-indieates-553  people are going, and 1.8K are 

interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, Million MAGA March (NRID) will host a demonstration at the 

National Mall in Washington, DC, called "Million MAGA March - Round Ill." The purpose of this 

demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the election results. 

The group is utilizing hashtags #millionmagamarch, #mi11i0nmagamarch2021, and #stopthesteal. 

There was no indication of civil disobedience. Their website currently indicates 916 people are 

going. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, Patriot Party (NRID) and private citizer (b)(6); NRID) will host 

a demonstration at the U,& Capitol called "Patriots United March on Congress." The purpose of 

this-the demonstration is to speak out for election integrity while Congress meets to confirm the 

Electoral College votes. The group indieatecl-indicates  plans to meet at the Capitol, but has not 

indicated potential routes. There was-is no indication of civil disobedience. According to 

Facebook, eufrently-indieates-34 people  are going, and 212 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 12:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and groups Virginia 
Women for Trump (NRID), Keep Georgia Red (NRID), TRUMPS FREEDOM FIGHTERS (NRID), 
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PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMPS SOLID SUPPORT WORLDWIDE (NRID), Women United for Trump 

(NRID), Trump/Pence Reelection Group (NRID), Trump Daily Report (NRID), TRUMP - The Next 

Four Years (NRID), and GA Women for Trump (NRID) will host a demonstration called "MARCH 

FOR TRUMP JANUARY 6TH WASHINGTON DC" in Washington, DC. The purpose of the 

demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. 

According to Facebook, 12 people are going, and 17 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at 3:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), NRID) will host a demonstration 

called "Stop the Steal March #BeThere" in Was ing on, (h)(71(C) e purpose of the event is to ::_make 

politicians listen:: There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 131 people 

are going, and 612 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, at an unknown time, Women for America First (NRID) and March for Trump 

(NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called "March for Trump." The purpose of 

this demonstration is to "demand transparency & protect election integrity." There iWaS no 

indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants arewas unavailable at 

this time. 

Counter Demonstrations 

There are several counter-demonstrations planned forJanuary 6,2021. OSB has observed fewer-less social 

media activity and chatter for these counter-demonstrations than during previous pro-Trump 

demonstrations. The themes emerging from social media chatter amongst the counter protestors is 

similar to the rhetoric espoused during prior protests: the groups are attempting to keep Proud Boys and 

other Pro-Trump groups out of Washington, DC.  

Several local groups have shared the news regarding Hotel Harrington closing from January 4-6, 2021, if, 

pfepar-atioh-far--the-Pcatestand have encouraged followers to contact other local hotels a4-to encourage 

them to shut down as well. Although ShutDownDC (RID), All Out DC (RID), and Black Lives Matter DC (RID), 

have shared the news regarding the-Hotel  Harrington on social media, they have not publicly announced 

any details regarding plans to protest. 

Thc thcmcs emerging from thc social mcdia chatter from the countcr protests appcar to bc similar to 

The-gfeups arc attcmpting to kccp Proud Boys and 

ether-Pfe-Tfumia-gRaups-aut-ef-Waslaingtehr  13+Q 

On January 6, 2021, at an unknown time, Refuse Fascism (RID) will host a demonstration in 

Washington, DC, called "Opposing Trump's Moves to Overturn the Election." The purpose of this 

demonstration is to speak out during the pro-Trump demonstrations. There was-is no indication 

of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was-are not indicatcdunknown at 

this time. 

On January 6, 2021, at an unknown time, They Them Collective (RID), Total Liberation Collective 

(NRID), DC Protests (NRID), Good TroubleCo.op (NRID), Smash the Fash NOVA (NRID), and DC 

Youth Liberation Front/DCYLF (RID)_will host a demonstration in Washington, DC, called "Alert: 
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Terrorists in Town Jan 3-6, 17-23." The purpose of this demonstration is to speak counter 

demonstrate during the Proud Boys (RID) and Stop the Steal demonstrations. There was-is no 

indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was not indicated are 

unknown  at this time. 

On January 6, 2021, at 1:00 PM, Insurgence USA (NRID) and Protest Live (NRID) will host a 

demonstration in Washington, DC, called "No Fascist in DC— March Against Fascism." The group 

intends to meet at the Washington Monument. The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out 

against fascism. There was-is no indication of civil disobedience. According to  Facebook,sur-r-ently 

indicates 6 people  are going, and 53 are interested. 

On January 6, 2021, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, the group I Approve This Message (NRID) will 

host a demonstration at the US Capitol Building called "Donald, You're Fired! March on DC." The 

purpose of the demonstration is to "witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration the 

results of the 2020 elections, held on November 3'd, 2020, We the People will proceed, peacefully 

and safely, from the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. Trump, 

Donald Trump, You're Fired!" There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to  Facebook, 

eur-rently-ifisksates-6 people are plarifFing-te-attenstgoing, and 19 are interested. 

Refuse Fascism has demonstrated on numerous occasions at the White House and temporarily protected 

sites. One demonstration in 2017 ended with arrests for disorderly conduct and failure to obey. 

TheyThem Collective is of record for a demonstration at the White House in November 2020. The 

demonstration concluded without incident or arrest. 

DC Youth Liberation Front is of record with the U5557  for a demonstration in August 2020 near Meridian 

Park. The group utilized sound equipment and MPD made several arrests for damaging 30 vehicles, 

destroying two police cruisers, defacing government property, setting fires, and breaking windows. 

ShutDownDC has demonstrated on numerous occasions in relation to social justice in Washington, DC, as 

well as outside DHS Secretary Chad Wolf's home. A ShutDownDC demonstration on June 2, 2020, resulted 

in one arrest for possession of an imitation pistol and a BB gun. 

All Out DC is of record with the USSS;  for numerous demonstrations at the White House. During an All 

Out DC demonstration in June 2020, protestors were observed using fireworks, obstructing roads, and 

throwing debris at officers. MPDC used smoke to clear the area and the demonstration concluded with 

one arrest for threats. 

Black Lives Matter has demonstrated on numerous occasions at the White House and temporarily 

protected sites. The group has previously used sound equipment. One demonstration on June 4, 2020, 

concluded with one arrest after gas cans and fireworks were observed inside a subject's vehicle. Two 

arrests were made during a demonstration on June 2, 2020, for possession of an imitation pistol and 

possession of a BB gun. 

Dark Web 

No organization efforts for events on January 6, 2021, have been identified on the dark web at this time. 
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Road Closures 

Metropolitan Police DC (MPDC+ has not made an official announcement regarding any road closures at 

this time. 

Assessment 

Many of the groups planning to engage in demonstration activities on January 6, 2021, are the same which 

participated in demonstration activities on November 14, 2020, and December 12, 2020, where clashes 

ensued between pro-Trump and anti-Trump supporters. As a result of the indicated participants, as well 

as an observed increase in social media chatter from protestors, PID assesses while the majority of 

individuals will remain peaceful, clashes between demonstrating groups are likely. 
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